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A KNIGHT AT THE. MOVIES
~...

Where to be when the·party starts...
A comprehensive list of pre-game
activities and events...
·A preview of the game including
in-depth interviews with... ·
· · •Athletic Director Bill Peterson
· Knight Head Coach Sam Weir .
•

Pl~~ ~uch,

much more! .·

It's in the FUTURE because
We've got you covered!
Cover art by staff artist Carl McKnight
Cover photo by Photography Editor Pam Gimson
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B.alloon B.o uquet DeUveriesA
From$19.95

Playboy Bunnies

.
958 S. Orange Ave.
12 Blk. S. Of E/W Expressway Overpass

Gorillas
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· 422·0650 24 HOURS

&MuchMorel

GRAPHLITE SURF SHOP • GRAPHLITE SURF SHOP
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Eastland Center 6096 E. Colonial Dr.

GRAPHLITE SURF SHOP

2 75-512 0 CD~

GRAPH LITE SURF SHOP

GRAPH LITE SURF SHOP

ALI BABA'S
RESTAURANT .
• Shish Kabab
• Kifta Kabab
• Grape ·Leave • Ouzy · • Shawarma
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6574 University Blvd.
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Come enjoy our active lifestyle playing tennis, basketball,
volleyball, or swimming· in our beautiful pool. Our planned
social and recreational activities will keep your entire family
busy. You and the children will enjoy our well planned family
section.
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ALAFAYA
TRAIL
APARTMENTS

The UCF Water Ski Club will host an Int:ercollegiat:e
Water Ski Tournament Oct. 30 to 31 at LakeWhippoorwill
Resort.
The action begins at 8 a.m. both mornings as skiers from
11 Florida colleges and universities participate in this three- ·
event, team-scored competition.
Slalom and tricks will be held ~n Saturday and the jumping event will be held on Sunday. Exceptional water skiing
performances are expected as well as a lot of good outdoor
fun.
The tournament site is located southeast of the Orlando
International Airport on State Road 15.

•

Wish Book available
The Volunteer Service Bureau has announced that the
fifth aruiual edition of the Christmas Wislv Book is now
available.
The 1982 Christmas Wish Book is a listing of the wishes
and dreams of over 100 social service agencies and the ·
people they serve. The requests include donations for the
holidays, volunteer needst as well as opportunities for involvement throughout the year.
The Wish Book offers speeial projects that are ideal for
civic clubs, church groups, service organizations, businesses
and youth groups.
Those wanting to be included on the mailing list to receive ·
a Wish Book, call the Volunteer Service Bureau at 841·
7681.

Hair Cut-A-Thon tomorrow .

Flnest in Middle Eastern Cuisine
Specialties Include:

-g I

,

Ski Club hosts tourney

GRAPHLITE SURF SHOP

Orlando's ONLY full-service
surf shop

~CD

·

UCF's Programs and Activities Council will sponsor a ski
package to Snowshoe, W. Va. from Jan. 4 to 9 for $200.
The package includes four days of unlimited skiing, transportation, chalet lodging, discounts on equipment rental
and lessons and a T-shirt.
The trip is being co-sponsored by PAC,.the Miller Beer
Company and the Kappa Delta fraternity.
Interested students must register at the Student center
Desk by Nov. 10 and provide a $50 deposit. A kick-off ski
party will be held on the SC Green on Wednesday from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information, call x-2611.

~arties• Conventions• Grand Openings

Company Parties

~

AtA Clance
PAC ski trip planned

ACCESSORIE~7,,~~~
- -~ ~

Miss Piggy

,

Close to UCF, Westinghouse, and proposed Martir1
Marietta site.
Alafaya Trail Apts.
2501 Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 305-275·8950

Yailng Volunteers in Action is sponsoring a hair cut-athon tomorrow at the Altamonte Mall from 10 a.m. to 9
p.m. Haircuts will be $8 for adUlts and $5 for children under
12. Volunteers will also be painting clown faces on children
for $1.50. Proceeds will go toward recognition of the
program's teen volunteers.

•

Election night party open to all
The J:>olitical Science/Pre-Law Union will be holding an
election night party on Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Knight's
Den..
Pitchers of beer will be available for $2.50 and free snacks
will be provided. The party is open to all students.

Competition offers cash prizes
Philip Morris Inc. has announced its 14th Annual .
Marketing/Communications C6mP,etition for- ~Hdents. ·The
3
competition p:r;ovides an oppJ>rtuni~~.fi>r ' tuq~9fi3, ~tiori~ . :
wide, to sharpen their market-iPg ~ tbqim,nmµ~tion slµli ,
A first p~ce award of $2,000, a s~~md place award of
$1,000, and a third place award of $500 will be presented to
.the winning teams in both the graduat:e and undergraduate
cat:egories.
In additlon, student representatives and faculty advisers
will be invited to Philip Morris World Headquarters in New
York City to discuss their projects with Philip Morris
executives.
Students are invited to develop marketing/communication projects related to Philip Morris Incorporated
or ariy of its non-tobacco products and operations.
The competition is open to students currently enrolled in
any accredited college or university. Undergraduat:e
students must work in groups of three or more, and
graduat:e students in groups of two or more, both under the
counsel of a faculty member or a recognized campus
professional. The deadline iS Jan. 14. For additional information, please contact the competition coordinator at Philip
Morris Incorporated, 120 Park Avenue, New York, New
York, 10017, (212) 679-1800.

•

•

•

:
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Funky feet

Professor sheds shoes for dyed Nikes
by Deborah Parritt
Future news

When a person who loves to dress
colorfully finds her footwear can only consist of sneakers because of a
foot problem, .how does she adapt?
By having them dyed every color
of the rainbow.
Frances Johnson, professor of
speech and interpretation at UCF,
discovered after three operations
that the only comfortable shoes she
could wear were "Nike Spirits". Unfortunately the only color they came
in was white.
Johnson suffers from foot trouble
due to art¥tis and damage suffered

,.

.

by her feet from dancing ballet when
she was younger.
After buying several pairs of expensive, brand-name walking shoes,
Johnson got a pair of Nikes that
were on ~ale. Finally she had found
.
the shoes for ·her.
"They are so comfortable that I
walked through Europe in one pair
of Nikes and I had not one iota of
footache,'' she said. .
She then took them back to the
store to have them dyed to see how
they would turn out. They took the
coloring well and she now has a
dozen pairs dyed in colors ran~ng
from pink to black.
Johnson's students have enjoyed

.

Ann Ransom/Future

..

Future news

. by Katrina Kersey

a description of what SG is looking for in a new van, to local dealerships, Myers said. If the dealerships
UCF's Student Government is ac- are interested in participating, they
cepting sealed bids from · local mail a sealed bid containing the
automobile dealerships for a new lowest price for which they will sell a
van to be dedicated to student use. ·new van with the requested options.
SG's two old Dodge vans are exAll bids will be opened Nov. 9 at 3
pected to be used as trade-ihs for the p.m. in the purchasing conference
new van, according to Matt Weber, room. Purchasing will review the bids
Vice president of the student body.
with SG to make sure all of the
specifications are met by the lowest
pr, if not, by the next lowest
bidder
Both vans have an excess of
80,000 miles on them and are "well lfdder, according to Tony Muto, purused" Ash Meyers, the SG accoun- chasing agent.
"It's a process ·of elimination,"
tant said. "They should've been
Muto said. The accepted bid is then
shot last year,'' he said.
advertised to the public for 72 hours
The new van was included when in case of protests by absent venthis year's budget was being ·plan- dors.
ned, Myers said. Studen~,,~ent
rlf no protest is lodged, the departrequested that the uni\7ersity ·purchasing department acquire a0 Jew ment will issue a purchasing order
van for student use. "We ·cmffiot for the van. When the van arrives, it
negotiate on our own," Myers said. will be checked by Physical Plant officials to ensure that all specifica- ·
tions .have been met. If it passes inThe purchasing department mailed spect10n, S?, an? eve~tually .the
out bid packages, which contained students, will receive their new van.
Future news

•

•

Knight_mascot's history
a 7-year-long process

Featured are UCF communication professor Frances Johnson and her colorful ·
by Roger Simmons
assortment of Nike shoes.

Student clubs to get new van;
SG currently accepting bids
•

seeing how their teacher has
adapted her shoes to her colorful
wardrobe.
· "The kids get a big kick out of seeing what I am going to wear everyday," she said. She received the
1981 "Funky Feet Award" (a
sneaker dressed up in lace and
gingham and attached to a ·plaque)
from her students.
Although she rarely dances now,
she did play the part of the maid in
last year's production of 'The Nutcracker Suite Ballet" at the Bob
·carr auditorium.
She has helped produce several
segments of Channel 24's "Post .
Scripts" program, a:µd acts ·and
directs in theater productions
Ann Ransom/Future
throughout the area.
Johnson is currently directing a
"Once Upon a Stage" production silky terrier, Klown, in dog shows.
Klown has also been used in ·comscheduled to open in November.
Along with her husband, Boyd, mercials.
Johnson's latest project involves
she runs a business from her home
called, Kamelot Kreations. They designing the home that she and her
make buttons and artwork for husband plan to build after they sell
their present.house ..
various organizations in the area.
"I have already designed it right
Johnson also travels the country
showing her international champion down to the last detail,'' she said.

The FUTURE Says

Good Luck Knights!

would-be mascots were given to
Millican for his approval.
In April, the committee. narrowed
the trademark candidates down to
five and submitted them to the
student body for a vote. The nominees
were: the Thunderbolts, the Golden
· Hawks, the Knights of Pegasus, Sun
Devils and Chargers.
A low voter turnout resulted in
none of the nominees receiving the 50
percent majority vote needed to be
official. Thus, that vote was thrpwn
out and the whole process was started
again.

A sch~ol without a mascot is like a
knight without a horse. And truit was
the seven-year-long dilemma of UCF,
back when it was still Florida
Technological University.
.The first mascot suggestion for
FTU was the "citronaut." The
citronaut was a combination orange
and lime-a Disney-like figure commonly known around the FTU campus.
The little . creature was created
primarily as a joke by Norman Van
Meter, the co-designer of the university's seal and brother-in-law of thenFTU President Dr. Charl~s Millican. The .citronaut was used for the
cover of the first student handbook
and was thought by many to be the
university's mascot. The bookstore
even printed several thousand
citronaut decals before the administration started a campaign to disassociate FTU with the citrus
creature.
The Future led the campaign to get
a new mascot by printing editorials
designed to encourage stu ents to
"Citronaut"
come up with alternatives, so the
school would not be known as the
fighting citronauts .
Following the formation of a new
In late 1969 the Future took fur- committee, 10 candidates were placed
ther action agiliist the citronaut by on a university-wide ballot. These
proposing its own mascot candidate: · nominees ranged from the Knights of
v·mcent the v·ulture..
Pegasus and the Barracudas to the
'"Reach for the Stars.' That is our Golden Paladins. A new vote proved
creed. So, the mascot should be the Knights cµid Paladins to be the
something that comes close to the two most popular.
stars," the story debated. "A powerA runoff election was held between
ful, high-flying bird. FTU is a vir- the two and on Dec. 4, 1970, the
tuous school. The bird must not be Knights of Pegasus were officially
one that preys on smaller, defenseless adopted to represent FTU.
In all, it took more than seven years
creatures of the sky. The vUlture is
one of the most maligned yet noble from the time ·the university was conbirds in the world ... he is one of ceived in 1963 until an official mascot
nature's pollution fighters.''
was chosen. Great care was used in
Unfortunately, the Student Govern- the choice of a trademark so that it
ment committee appointed to select could endure throughout the years.
the mascot found the whole idea of a
Unlike the ill-fated citronaut, the
vultµre rather distasteful.
Knights of ·Pegasus have proven to be
By January 1970, 80 names of a lasting legacy.
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SATURDAY,October30

***

'(hird Annual UCF Alumni Duffer's Dt:lighr Golf Tournamenr
8 a.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . Vcnrura Golf Club, Curry Ford Road, Orlando
fv.:rvo nc is welco me to enter; $20 c:nrry fee

Saturday, October 30, 1982
HOMECOMING
PRE-GAME BARBECUE

Sl'cond Annual UCF Alumni Happy Hackns T cnn is Tournamenr
9 a.111 .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• UCF Tennis Courr~
l\ IL·n's & Women's Doubles .•.•..••••.••.•••.•• $15 rcr rnuplt·
Open ro Alumni. Faculty and Sraff on ly.

5:00-7:00 P.M.

UCF HOMECOMING PARADE
10 A.f\l. ..................••••••• Park Avenue, Winter Park

Enrerrainmenr by UCF Cheerleaders, UCF's Marching Band
and the "Budapest String Band" ·

Soccc:r: UCF vs East Carolina Srarc:
2 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . .' ...•.•.••.••••• : • • • UCF Soccer rirld
Admission: Srudenrs - Free wirh l.D.; G. P. - Adulrs $2:, Children $1

McCRACKEN FIELD .
(sourh of Tinker Field, near Church Sr.. and Tampa)

ALL YOU CAN DRINK!

PEI' RALLY AT ROSIE O'GRADY'S Good Time Emrorium
4 P. I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free Admission

MENU
Corn-on-the-Cob
Baked Beans
Watermelon
Cole Slaw
Iced Tea/Lemonade
AND ALL THE BEER YOU CAN DRlNK!

PRE-GA 1E BARBECUE ~ponsored by rhc UCF Alumni Associarion
.5 P.l\I. •.•......•..... McCracken Field ( <11.:ros~. fron1 rhc T-Buwl )
Parking $1.00 . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . ....•.. .•. . Ticker~ $6.50
rcaruring "The Budapcsr Spring Band," rhc UCF Marching Band, in their
Ill'\\' .uniforms and rhc UCF Cheerleaders.

TICKETS TO THE BIGGEST UCF ALUMNI EVENT ARE ONLY
$6.50 ...................... PARKING $1.00

FOOTBALL GAME
UCF vs. We~r GC'orgia Cullcv,c:
7:30 p.111 . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . ........•..••.•• Tangerine.: Bowl
Tick.:rs ........................•..••..••..••.••. $5
Half-Time: UCF Marching Band, crowning of tbe King and Queen.

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
Hamburgers
Hor .Dogs

EVERYONE IS WELCOME
For information call: 275-2233
NO TICKETS WiLL BE SOLD AT THE DOOR

Alumni gift ideas

•

UiE
ALUMNI
DIRECTORY
'198 2

License Plate-UCF Alumni logo
in gold ink on a black plate. $4.

1982 UCF Alumni Directory_18,500 alumni listed alphabetically,
geographically and by class year,
through. December 1981
Co.mmencement. $10 each.
Poster-16 . 20" full ce.lor p~stet.
of aerial pnoto of campus
(April/May Emphasis cover). $2 if :
picked up, $3 shipped in a
cardboard mailing ·tube.

l

UCF Tie-(NEW DESIGN). 5%
?ilk, 95'.J{>polyester mate6al, with
antique gold-colored thread sewn
on navy, brown, black or burgandy
ties, individually gift-boxed.
Specify color. $12 each.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - O r d e r form (please print)------·
Name
Address
City/State/Zip

Quantity

Item

·•

Color (ties )

----r·-

Cost/ each

~

-.

-

i
:

-

·-

--

1

'fr ,' · - .. •l j•
I

..._ ... ,

Make checks payable to: UCF Alumni Association, Orl.Jr u:.; ~ L '~:

1

.

- ··
-

•

-

•

-

Alumni Chair-satin lacq11er
black finish chairs with handpainted gold trim, feature the UCF
seal silk-screened in gnld. Black
arm Captain's Chair-$110; Cherry
arm Captain ' s Chair-·$11 1; Boston
Rocker (pictured)-$100. [Freight
charges are payable upon receipt,
shipped FOB Boone, NC)

Future Homecoming-October 29, 1982
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UCF: faces .H alloween

•

•

The human· being says that the beast in .
him has been aroused, when what he ac·
tually means is that the human being in
him has been aroused.
-James Thurber .

•

•
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Go Knights
Go Knights
Go Knights
Go Knights
Go Knights
Go Knights
Go Knights
Go Knights
Go Knights
.Go Knights
Go Knights
Go Knights

r • • • • • • • • • • • •,
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE

1
I
I

On Any Item On Menu
With Coupon

... _K_n_ig_h_ts--Go-K•n-ig_h_ts........_Go_Kn_i-gh_t_s_ . G_o_Kn_i..
gh_t_s..., :
·~~.._K_ni_g-ht_s.....Go....._.K.n~l~-h.;mt~..iii._..._Go.._

I
I
I

UNCLE JONES' :
BAR·B·QUE
:

CORAL R.EEF . ____________.
PUB·
u. 5. MALES
•
1
1
1

..

(Under NEiW .Management)

Best ·in Contemporary Rock
HOURS:
M-11·2:00
T-11 ·2:00
W-11 ·2:00
IM-11·2:00 ·
F-11·2:00
Sat-2·2
sun-4-12

2415Aloma Avenue
Winter Pork, Florida

678-1293

1
1

FOR RENT
SOCRATES DRIVE

New Deluxe 2 bedroom 2
bath townhouse completely
equipped GE kitchen, carpet,
drapes, and private patio.
$425 per month.
S.hyla Reich,
Manager

· Fri 29 & Sat 30

894-6281

costume special

TOM'S PIZZA

Special .Pitcher Prices

·

$1.00 cover

422 N. Bumby Ave
Orlando 894-4341
Mon-Thur 10 ani-9:30 pm
Fri-Sat 10 am-10:30 pm
Pizza, Subs, Beer, So~:
Mon-Wed All You Can Eat
Deli~ery within 5 miles
$2.99
G~Kinights

r~weddfn9Silks~t
We specialize in Brida
Bouque,s, nosegays, cor
sages, headpieces.

Custom Designs
Charyl Tabscott
699-0136
*678-4048 .

~
§l

~'KQX-Ul'..qi~~-<"

CORNER OF WEST BROADWAY
&CENTRAL
P. O.BOX494
OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765
PHONE 365-3035

Homecoming Corsages 10%.
discount with Student I. D.
Bqlloons now available in
arrangements

Future Homecoming-October 29, 1982
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SG changing its expressway discount to tokens
by Kathle~n Foronda

President Tica Perez, SG and the
Orlando-Orange County _Expressway Authority have been providing the student discount proStudents using the Student gram during the past four years.
Government/East-West Ex- Tickets were sold for 20 cents each
pressway discou_n t will soon be pay- . in booklets of 10.
ing their tolls with brass tokens instead of tickets.
Perez met with the expressway
According to UCF student body authority on Oct. 21, when_it was

Managing edi1or

unanimously decided that the
tickets would be replaced by tokens.
Perez said the ·main reason for the
change was that coin-operated toll
booths were being jammed with tom
tickets. Another reason was that
during the rush hours, students with
tickets were slowing down traffic.
Plans for a new program began in
August. "It ~as pretty much a do

Fund begun for ailing ·UCF alumna
by Katrina Kersey
Future news

Several members of the UCF
Physical Education department have
set up a fund at the UCF Credit Union
to benefit an alumna.

'

Idlewild Elementary School in Sanford before she returned to UCF to
obtain a master's degree.
While studying for her master's,
Eller became assistant sports information director under Neil LaBar.

Dr. Hugh Martin and Dr. Pat
Higgenbotham set up the fund to help
''She was very helpful, always
Judy "J.J." Eller with high medical wil.Ung to work,'' according to LaBar,
now special assistant to the athletic
bills resulting from her long battle director. "She was always willing to
with lupus and kidney problems, as help other people.'' .
well as a recent stroke.
As assistant sports informat10n
Eller received a bachelor's degree in director, Eller handled most of the
Physical Education from UCF in women's sports, a job that could take
1974, according to Vince Cotroneo, up to 60 or 70 hours per week, even
sports information director. She was .though she was sometimes quite ill,
cited for making outstanding con- according to LaBar.
tributions to women's sports in 1973
"She has a beautiful personality,"
and was named top physical Martin ·said. The·fund is being set up
education major at UCF when she to help With "the tremendous amount
graduated. While at UCF Eller played of medical expenses associated with
varsity basketball, softball and having a-chronic illness," he sajd.
volleyball.
"She always volunteered above and
Eller taught physical education at

•

•

beyond,'' Higgenbotham said. ·~sh_e is
dedicated to the profession." .
The fund is a means of giving "a little back of what she's given to the
masses" here at UCF, LaBar concluded.
Contributions to the fund should
be sent to: UCF Federal Credit Union,
Judy Eller Account, Orlando, Florida,
32816.

J.J. Eller

(change the program) or die,'' Perez
said. Other suggestions such as the·
use of decals were made during the
revamping period, but tokens were
chosen because they would be
cheaper in the long run, Perez said.
SG has allotted $45,000 for expressway tickets, film processing,
theater tickets, and other Student
Center main desk student specials;
this year.
John Gray, executive director for
the authority, agreed with Perez,
saying that the use of tokens would
be a pilot program that, if successful, could be extended to the
community.
Perez said the length of the program has not yet been determined
because· the authority is still
negotiating with Franklin Mint in
Pennsylvania as to the size and
desigri of the new token.
"They (Franklini do a survey -on
the sizes of tokens in .the area,"
Perez said. ''We will have our own
_unique size," he continued, so that
non-students could not use other
kinds of tokens-like those used in
gamerooms-to go through the ex-.
pressway. Once a token is picked, the automatic booths will be
calibrated for the toh.en's specific
size, P.e said .
Currently 3,500 tickets are returned
per month, according to Perez, and
once they are used, "they are dead."
He noted that the tokens are reusable.
He estimated that each token
would cost between five and 10
cents to make. He hopes to start the
program this January with 20,000
tokens.
·

•
•
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Go Knights

Go Knights . Go Knights-

Go Knights

Go Knights

Go Knights

Go Knights

Go Knights

MONDAY
Busch $2.50 Pitcher
25¢ Hot Dogs
9 till Midnight

TUESDAY

.·..

Ladies Night
St. Pauli Girl $1.00
Wine60¢

'~

WEDNESDAY
Stroh's Night
75¢ Per Bottle

· GHOULED EVENINGS ARE IN
STORE FOR YOU THIS SPOOKY
HALLOWEEN. TRICKS AND
TREATS ARE APLENTY, JUST
WATCH FOR SPECIALS AND ·
BEWARE ... HA HA HA

THURSDAY
Heineken Night
$1.00. Bottle

SATURDAY
College Football .
11 AMto7PM

SUNDAY
Busch $2.50 Pitcher
Happy .Hour 12 noon tit 7

HOMECOMING SPECIAL: .

ALSO ...

FRIDAY9pm-2am ANDSATURDAY6pm-2.am
BUSCH $2.00 A PITCHER

Newest Video Games
Draft Beer/Wine
Pool Tables

\

GOOD LUCK KNIGHTS
SANDWICHES

·<

tiS2RSm52525ZR2.5~5l225~2mi!~~~~~~szss~~~
-

J

/

VISIT THE
/,~~#
KNIGHT'S TABLE
/~~~/ . LUNCHEONBUFFET!

//

.

~

Enjoy your

,

*: ·SALAD BAR
.... VEGETAB~ES
·*SOUPS
ASSORTED . SANDWICHES
DESSERTS
BEVERAGES

·*

ALL YOU CAN EAT $3.95
11 A.M. to 2 P.M. Monday-Friday

Those on a limited time ·tor
lunch will enjoy this new buffet
feature. Eat lunch at your pace
at a price you can afford!

HAPPY HOUR
"3for1"
WEDNESDAYS 5-6 p.m.

"2for1" ALL DAY
SUNDAY & MONDAY·
Knight's Table Restaurant
V2 mile South of UCF at
. Alafa a Trail and Colonial Drive
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IMPORTED BEER

Right Across from UCF on Alafaya Trail .273-2461

Homecoming Special
· Don't lose this ad!!
...one free roll of Kodacolor Film for each of the
next 25 rolls you have processed

... 40°/o off all color enlargements
.. we process and print your film the same day or
in 4 hours
... full line of photographic display materials.
mats, frames, folders
.... clip this od out and present it for more details
... Student Discounts
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7436 University Blvd.
University Shopping Center
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Students share the cost of homecoming
permit from the city.
among the businesses supporting
The campus parade will cost the homecoming this year.
homecoming . committee nothing
because the floats are made by camThe homecoming committee will
pus organizations.
have a meeting on Thursday at 4 p.m.
The party at the Expo Center will
Although Possien said alumni may in the Student Center to review
consume the largest portion of the be influenced to give donations to homecoming week. Students are
homecoming l?udget, Franzese said.
UCF after being ''inspired by welcome to attend the meeting and
Costs will run about $3,000 for the homecoming," this is not its purpose. express their views on homecoming,
band and special effects at the party. '
Str~h's beer and BralJn Cadillac are Possien said.
Renting the movie "Star Wars" for
$1,200 was the most expensive item
in the homecoming budget.
Nine graduating ,Air Force cadets Robert Eisenhuuer, Anthony LanThe Alumni Association paid for
recently
completed their Flight In- zillo, Wylie Lovelac;ly, Richard
the 10 billboards advertising
Program at the Orlando McGough, James Moore and Gary
struction
homecoming that have been placed
Wildermuth.
Executive
AfrPort ..
. around Orlando.
The cadets · flew Cessna 152's,
Each cadet in the pilot training
The Winter Park parade will cost
relatively
small pla.nes which carry
program is required to complete 10
approximately $700 for security and a
hours of in-flight instruction, a half two passengers and fly at a speed of
·
hour of solo flying, and another two about 120 knots.
After a cadet completes the FIP
hours of evaluation flight.
The nine cadets currently involved and graduates from UCF he will go
in the FIP _program are Ken Baker, to one of five ·military bases for one
Greg Benjamin, ·Robert Dixon, year of undergraduate pilot trai¢ng.
styles, Josephs said.
It will consist of 12 suites, a kitchen, ·a gathering room, a dining hall
and a study/relaxation pavilion. The
suites will have two bedrooms attached to a bathroom that four men
will share.
·
.
Trained Personnel
The house is being designed so
Hot Lunches
Infants thru 12 years
that it will be practical in the future.
Music ·
It is being built with expansion in
Drop ins Welcome
mind, ·according to Anthony ThompArt
Transportation to & Fr~m School
son, alumni representative.
Field Trips
Program for Toddlers
Lambda Chi Alpha ·currently has
Creative
Activities
Pr~·Kindergarten
95 active members. The projected
Science
house will offer housing to 48 of
them. The members with the lowest
10 ".Discount with Student I. D.
pledge number will get first choice
A Home away from Home
of rooins.
the official homecoming party at the
Expo Center; the parade in Winter
Park; and the showing of the movie
"Star Wars."

by Deborah Parritt
Future news

Homecoming 1982 will cost UCF
approximately $11,580, most of which
will be paid from student fees.
The money will come from activity
and service fees, which cost students
$4.04 of each semester hour, according to Student Center Program
Director Paul Franzese. It is allocated
by the Program and Activities Council, Franzese said.
Plans for homecoming · began in
March, said Richard Possien, a member of the PAC board of directors.
Some of the pro~ams sponsored by
PAC this year included psychic
researchers Ed and Lorraine Warren;.

•

--Cadets complete pilot training--

First.fraternity submits bid
.t o build in UCF's Greek Park
by

Mat~hew

Sasso

Hansel·& Gretel Child Care Center

Future news

Lambda Chi Alpha Tuesday
became UCF's first fraternity to formally request on-campus housing.
Lambda Chi will be permitted to
choose among any of the lots
designated for the Greek Park. According to Sam Josephs, housing
coordinator, the fraternity is looking
at lot one, which is the biggest lot in
the park.
The Evans Group is the Fraternity's architect and the projected date
of completion is January 1984. The
house will· probably be a mixture of
traditional · and contemporary

•

. .october ALE

•

Re-elect
State Senator
·DIST:CT 17

Tops
An lnc1'!dible s•IKIJon o/ long llfltl short

..w... -neck llfltl boltneck ncwellies.

~a. r nnts af'td solids ~ US)' care poly/cotton blends. ElMwfM,re to

127

Shirts

A wide ...,,.;, ol long sleeYf lalknd bu1tot><lowr> o•lo<Tis, so/Ids. wo"'n plllids
..cJ slripes 1n -.rolully i.iknd paty/cortcn blends Elaewh«w lo S3ll

Sweaters

OtH tx!nH swmter coltrcl1on ol slnpes. solids. cilssk1 ind morw. In wool
bl<!r>els ar>el IOCJO• 8Cry11cs. Mony.,,, lull flshloned! -

•

lo S38

Pants

A super s.leclJon ot uquisirtly i.1"""1 eotrlumy. gobmllne. palylCOllOn twHI
(Ynts and mote• .n wann tall eololW1 JOlids! to $19

Blouses

Juf'lll.ll •nd Arls.srs dressitr b#c>tlus whh M'nes. ruct rmnr trims and mew. In .,,
..,,.. ol cff!pes. unou IOOll• llfltl poly/Colton~·· 10 . .2

·S kirts

·.

. Junlot and Misses so/Id llfltl plfftmed dirndl. piuted arytes ..cJ
bltr>ds. plush eotrlumys tnd .,., ..,.. poiy.sler bltr>ds. -

'"°"'· In wool
to -

Activewear •Dresses
And More, Save...
Hurrv In whlle /lmlted

s3.f2
s4.f4
s4.f& ·
s7.f9
s7.f9
s7.22

JOHN.

DEMtcRAT

· •FIGHTING for a ·clean and natural Flor-ida.
•HONORED for legislative service .by the Florida
· Association of Community Colleges.
•COMMITTED to capping government spending.

30• 60 %
o

sale quantities ·1ast.

PALM SPRINGS CENTER
515 E. Altamonte Driue I Altamonte Springs
Mon.Fri: JO a.m.-9 p.m. Sal: 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Sun: 12 P·'!'··5 p.m.

VOGT~~ a L«tduel
Pol. Adv. paid for by Campaign Treasurer Ron Bray

PagelO
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Clip this ad
s ·enCI it to dad
.. Get yourself
an off-campus pad

•

..

. Now it's easy at Lake Howell Condominium. Because we've developed a plan
that, in conjunction with the Economic
Recovery Act of 1981, makes it possible
for buyers of condominiums to create tax
losses when renting those condominiums to relatives or co-qwners.

• An enormous 640-acre lake where
recreational opportunities abound •
Huge heated swimming pool• "Indoor/
outdoor poolside bar with adjoining
sundeck •Magnificent clubhouse complete .with saunas • Beautifully landscaped grounds • Ample parking

The plan also permits accelerated de- So what are you waiting for? Now, inpreciation, which allows the owner of a stead of asking for more money, you
rental property to write off its· value in 15 can write home and tell your parents
years .instead of 25 to 40 years. That ·
means a king-size annual tax deduction
for your parents . And best of all, a beautiful apartment home for you at Lake
Howell featuring:

how to get in on some major tax and
equity benefits.
They'll be very impressed with all that
you've learned.
Models open Monday-Saturday 10 a.m. to
6 p:m. , Sunday 11 a.m . to 6 p.m. State
Road 436, 1/4 mile south ofRed Bug Road,
· ·
Casselberry, Florida.
Phone: (305) 834-8700

I.AKE H~WELL
Presented by BJF Realty. Inc.. Exclusive Sales Agent

CONDOMINIUM

..

~~~~~~~~~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~~!
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Senate appoints its members to ASF committee
by Caryn Adrian and Deborah Horton
Future news

The student senate Tuesday elected
four of its members to serve on UCF' s
Activities and Service Fee Committee, which directs the allocation ·of
$1.1 million.
· Senators who were nominated and
elected with a majority of the vote
were: Stan Halbert, Mark Geary, Jim
Keefner, and Kathleen Johnson, who
was elected as an alternate.
Other members of the ASF committee include the student body
President, Tico Perez, Vice President,
Matt Weber, Robert Burkett of .the
Organizations and Finance Committee, one At-large student, and a
representative from the resident
halls.
ASF committee allocates $1.16
million to various organizations on

campus that can prove that they are - and the Future.
"Just because the ASF committee
in need of funding.
The committee will draw up ~ initiates the budget, that does not
recommended budget in the spring mean that certain organizations will
that will 'include proposals for the get exactly what the committee
1983-1984 school _year, according to delineates, " Kiser said. After the
ASF committee draws up the budget,
Sen. Monty Knox.
"This year, we have implemented it must be submitted to OAF. From
an appropriated reserve, which will there, the budget goes to the student
contain up to $100,000" Sen. Dave senate, and if passed, Perez and
Kiser said. "Last year, ASFC found university President Trevor Colburn
that the budget ran over a bit, but we will review it, Kiser Said.
couldn't withdraw funds from the
"Last year, the committee did .suc4
ASFC unallocated reserve. This year,
we've labeled that reserve differently,
because the administration told us
since the money was unallocated, we
couldn't spend it. Now, that excess
reserve is labeled appropriated. I
by Deborah L. Horton
Among the organizations that will Future news
receive ASF funds are ·the music
Past UCF homecoming celebradepartment, WUCF-FM.radio station
tions had their share of controversy,
just as Homecoming 1982 probably
will.
The main controversy in the 1980
festivities centered on Sigma Chi's
homecoming parade float which
Approximately 250 parking depicted scenes from the television
spaces were lost when construction show "L~ve Boat."
.
fences were erected.
A white, blond male was m
The lots will accommodate bet· blackface as a cast member, and
ween 50 and 60 cars each and are · some students felt this portrayed
open to anyone with a UCF decal, . blacks as having a ''minstrel mentality." They thought the fraternity
Russell said.
should
have asked a black student
Lot 4A was established near the
to
.play
the part instead.
greenhouse, just east of Lot 4. Lot
Some
people considered the 1981
4B was added on the southeast lawn
homecoming
week a victory for
of Seminole Hall, across from the
students
when
the X-rated film
police department.
·"Cinderella
"
aired despite
Additonal parking lot expansion
discouragement
from some
is in the planning stages.
·
Park, page 15 members of. the administration.

by Deborah L. Horton
Futu re news

The Physical Plant last week added two new parking areas on the east
side of the campus to help compensate for parking space lost due to
Library construction.
"We (the police department) advised .the Physical Plant that due to
the construction behind the L~brary
the stu~ents' parking was actually
reduced, '' Capt. Charles Russell of
the university police department
said.

In other senate action:
•Perez appointed Dorinda Green to
Arts & Sciences senate seat 6. Green
replaces Kevin Dickey, who resigned
last week.
•Senators signed a petition asking the
administration to rename the band
practice field "Driggers Field."

Past homecomings had their
share of minor controversies

Library construction for~es the
opening of two new parking lots
•

a thorough job, that OAF didn 't
touch a thing," Kiser said. "Also, it
passed in the senate without much
debate.' '

According to a past editorial of
the "Future': Dr. LeVester Tubbs
of Student Affairs said one alumni
committee would withhold up to
$200,000 in scholarship funds if the
movie aired as planned.
Past cinema committee member
·warren Merkel said the alumni
chairman of the bnly committee
.donating that much money denied
protesting· the movie or threatening
scholarship funds.
Although not controversial, the
Nov. 1, 1981 Pablo Cruise/Gary U.S.
Bonds concert held during
homecoming week was an embarrassing flop. At least 4, 700 tickets
had to be sold to reimburse the
$35,000 that Student Gov~rnment
paid as front-money to finance the
concert, but only 1,700 tickets were
sold.

•

•

•

JOURNAUSM
IS
A
LONELY
PROFESSION
And tome journallsls will onlf Rash a sheepish grin when asked ahout their
relallo111hips, hut we the Future
~nonal

hM nothing to hide.

•

at

.

Sure, ifs lonelf. WreslJing in the wee houn of the morning with participles and modifiers at the keyhoard of a heat-up,
gu-powerecl typewriter.
·
.
· We're not looking for a few good wrtten, we're loolclng for a lot of them.
Anfone ean opt for the glamour and monotonv of a "regular'' Joh. Where elte ean you find the fun and mrcttement of
cwering the UCF eampus and the sunouncling metropolises of Oviedo and Bithlo?
The Future enters its flnt eentury with afra~ition of aeellenee and aRair for the off-heat.
So don't let apathy ancl ela11 sehedules get your goat, the Future is here and •Hing for you now. Call toll free 275-2601
ot 275-2865 ii anv other numlJer you feel comlortahle with, and talk to one of oar wrtten.
Aller all, loneliness is just a state of mind.
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. - M~T.V.

.Appearing Th~r.CARRIE .NATION •.
Sat. TRIOVUS .
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MONDAY
25¢ Draft
9- .Midnite

~·
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I..
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THURSDAY

•

Ladies ~ite Free Draft
For Ladies 8-10

1

· ·

TUESDAY

FRIDAY

Beast Nite Start.ing 8 PM
Moosehead .& Elephant Beer
$1.00 Bottle

Extra Happy Hour 4 - 8

SATURDAY ·
UCF Home Football Game
Happy Hour Till Midnite
Away-Game8Till-10

_WEDNESDAY
GreekNight
$2.50 pitchers all .
night with Greek.
jersey or pin.

SUNDAY
All Imports $1.10

THIS COULD BE THE START
OF SOMETHING BIG
It could be your big chance for a scholarship that pays you $100 a
month, plus all tuition, books and lab fees .
If you want to devote a part of your college curriculum to classroom
and laborator'Y training in leadership. management, Air Force history
and traditions ... and you can qualify, it could be for you . ·
Air Force ROTC leads to an. Air Force officer's commission. And
that means responsibility, challenge, service to your country . It
means taking on big responsibility.
Look into the Air Force ROTC program at your campus . Check
out the benefits of an AFROTC scholarship. It could be the start
of something big . .. it could be the start of a lasting relationship
with the United States Air Force in dedicated service to your
·
countrv.

RO·T C
Gateway to a great way of life.

PHOTO MAGIC
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Dorm resident says UCF housing office ineff~ctive
Now it looks like the university, sa!d no one has yet co~tacted her
the architect and the original con- about the letter except the Future.
tractor may each have to pay a por"It (the air conditioning problem)
tion of the repair bill, McCray said. just got her upset and she had some
Although all of these problems other things of a personal nature
were unforseen, some students feel and it's just something that had to
that - certain personnel and pro- explode-she had to let it out," Mccedural problems of the housing of· . Cray said.
fice could be eliminated.
Claflin complained that she signed
The housing office spent about up· for the same room in the fall that
$1,500 to house students at the she had occupied in the spring.
Quality Inn from Aug. 22 to 26,
''When fall rolled around,
even though McCray said there are everyone in your office r;members
now 70 vacancies in the dorms.
telling me that the room was mine,
Robert O'Knefski found out dur- . yet it had been assigned to someone
ing registration week that ~e would else,'' she wrote in her letter to Mcbe housed at the Quality Inn. Hous- Cray.
ing office employees gave him
"I don't know what happened
reasons such as there was no fur- there. I am only one person and
niture; they ~ere overcrowded and can't do it all. You have to delegate
there were no rooms; they were the authority to someone," McCray
waiting to get housing contracts said.
back.
The housing office had to ascerMcCray said that the problem was
tain that some students would not a personnel matter that will hopefulbe returning before they could give ly be resolved by the end of the
their rooms out, McCray said. There . semester.
are still vacancies because many
"We are just having a difficult
students on the waiting list had time getting our information out
made other arrangements by the and we are doing our best to get it
time his office could call them, he corrected,'' he said.
said.
Dr. Bill Brown, dean of students
Although the school would have and McCray's supervisor, said they
more income if all rooms were filled._, are.planning to review procedures to
McCray said he is not actively see if they can be improved.
recruiting occupants. But any
"I think there's a need to have the
students that need a room will be information in a more controlled
considered, he said.
w~y and then to control it so that we
Claflin detailed further complaints are giving ac.c urate information,"
in a letter to McCray dated Oct. 13. Brown said.
Although copies were sent to Dr.
One of tlie problems was that
LeVester Tubbs, Dr. Leslie Ellis, Dr. some employees were speaking
, Tre~or Colbourn, Tico Perez, without having that much informa··
WUCF-FM and the Future, Claflin ·tion, he said.
·

by Deborah L. Horton

Brevard Hall are getting air, but the
air is not as cold as it should be, according to Chris McCray, director of
Housing.
Problems stemming from the·
The architect and subcontractors
housing office are costing both are doing "as much as they care to
students and the university money. do" to halp in the situation, McCray
·
The issues include equipment, said.
facilities and per,sonnel problems, as
"In the end it might be that we
well as procedural shortcomings.
will have to go to court (against the
Laura Claflin, a 20-year-old dorm subcontractors and architects). Ws
resident, has respiratory problems are all trying to avoid that," he said.
that require her to sleep in an oxAnother facilities problem will
ygen tent. She spent $250 in medical cost the university about $40,000 in
bills and equipment because the repairs. A new contractor fixed a
dorm room she was assigned to dur- few of the showers in the new dorms
ing the summer (Brevard 110) has an on a trial basis, but McCray said
air conditioning malfunction.
they discovered the solution was
Rooms 110, 210 and 310 of just temporary.
Future news

•
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Auditions produce horse fit for
Fighting Knight homecomin·g
by Deborah L. Horton

•

If you 're looking for a knight in
shining armor, or maybe just a
Romeo, you can find them both at
tomorrow night's homecoming footballgame.
UCF's Knight mascot returns this
year astride a thoroughbred horse
named Romeo. The name fits since
he's better with girls than guys,
naturally.
But . that wasn't enough to get
Romeo the part. Like any other
Romeo, he had to audition. Auditions
were held in September.
"The first horse was a beautiful,
big, white gaited horse (one with a
very prancy, showy walk)," Dorothy
Richardson, Romeo's owner, said.
"But when the band started
playiijg, the horse got real jittery.
They had to give it a tranquilizer,"
she said.
''We had to move the band all the
way to the other end of the field
because they thought it was going to
stampede," Jerry Gardner, UCF's
band director, said.
Although Romeo got the leading
role, he hasn't yet been given center

Go Knights!
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Funny Farm comedians were on hand during homecoming week. They rri
provided the jokes and the students provided the punchlines.

· Fu1urenews
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Azeem Hairstyling
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The Scientific Approach to a Total Look 5
~ for Men and Women ... Includes Hair analysis 2

rri

stage because the Tangerine Bowl has
a law prohibiting large mammals on ~
'
the field.
Q
OPEN.
"I think they're concerned about UJ
the horse dig~g up the turf," r:Fo
9-5 Tues. - Sat.
Gardner said.
ctP
Thurs. Eve.
Since Romeo doesn't wear shoes rJJ
by Appt. Only
during the game, he shouldn't ~
damage the field, Richardson said.
"Right now it's really low key
No Gratuities Please
because- (Bill) Peterson wants the
Tangerine Bowl to see it's possible to
7213 Curry Ford Rd.
have a horse in there without killing
Orlando
half ·the people there," Richardson ~
said.
In the last two games, Romeo's
~
debut involved little more than cantering near the g<;>al post. But the ~
former race-turned-polo horse may
still have a chance for a bigger part.
"I think that what they're trying to
do is to get the horse used to the
situation. They'd like to have - him
come across the field when the band
plays the fight scing and the team
comes on the field to liven up the enthusiasm,' ' Gardner said.
Richardson said there's still room
for another person to help with
Romeo.
~
"We'd like to have a full-time
~
pooper scooper,'' she said.
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University police department
Gibbs as new chaplain
by Katrina Kersey
Future news

The uc·F Police Department Monday inducted its fii:_st chaplai:µ . during a -brief ceremony at the station.
Reyerend Robert Gibbs was ·also.
awarded the honorary rank of
Lieutenant when he assumed the
position of police chaplain.
The new chaplain will be expected
to "get a feel for each shift and the
entire operation of the department,"
according to Ronald Seacrist, director of public safety and police.
·
Although he will assume the posi~
tion on a freeiance basis, Gibbs will
be permitted to ride with the officers

on patrol and attend roll call. He will
also be serving in an advisory
capacity on promot~onal boards and
during pre-employment screening.
In addition, the new chaplain will be
on call should he be needed for crisis
intervention purposes.
Seacrist decided to institute the
· position of police chaplain because
he said the department needed a
spiritual adviser "who understands
the reality of ri~ng in a police car. "
The honorary rank is designed to
further the idea of the chaplain beEileen Samelson / Future
ing an actual part of the department
Police department director (left center) welcomes the Rev. Robert Gibbs as the
and- to encourage camaraderie,
. department's new chaplain. Onlookers are Capt. C.J. Russell and Capt. J .T.
Seacrist said.
Chaplain, page 15 Green (far right).

Campus security v9lunteers begin crimewatch
ing the security coverage of the plicants will be interviewed by Mc- employed there.
The security program could be a
Cray and members of the police
residence halls.
The security program is awaitfog · department. Pre-employment pilot for a campus-~ide supplemenThe UCF department ·of housing $2,300 worth of equipment, in- background inv.estigations :will be · tal security patrol and escort ser- ·
has announced two .new programs to cluding two-way radios and straps, done by the police on students who vice, according to Seacrist.
pass the interview. Students'
· according to McCray.
help studen~s help themselves.
The crimewatch program is
academic statures will also be
designed to encourage.residents who
Student marshalls will go on duty checked.
Chris McCray, director of hous·
see things going on to report them
ing, and Ronald Seacrist, director of around midnight during the week
Those who are chosen to become to the proper authorities as a deter·
public safety and police, are organiz· and at 2 a.m. on the weekends. They
ing a student security force and a will patrol the residence halls, look- · part of the security patrol will be rent to criminal activities.
ing for suspicious people or cir- trained by the campus police in
·university crimewatch program.
The program will organize corm
cumstances. In the event of an observation techniques, radio pro·
floors
into cohesive groqps, and will
emergency,
the
sentry
would
concedures
and
preventative
patrol
Both programs will be staffed by
them with regard to crime
educate
tact
resident
assistants
and
the
operations,
Seacrist
said.
student residents. The crimewatch
prevention.
·
campus
police.
program . is designed to train
McCray said he got the idea from The crim~watch program will be
st4dents to be more concerned about
McCray expects to employ bet- the very successful student security similar to neighborh9od watch prowhat is happening around them. The
security program will be a student ween six and 14 students to work i program in use at Florida State grams now operating throughout
extension of the_police force, expand- two to tln:ee days per week. Ap· University, which he saw while Orlando.
by Katrina Kersey
Future news
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Association
WE 'RE FIGHllNG FOR YOUR LIFE

Gibbs was chosen for the position
Barnett Plaza, 201 South Orange Ave.
because he is a "very open in· , _
P. 0. Box 3271
Orlando, FL 32802
dividual" with a likeable personali305-420-2521
FL Incoming Wats 1-800-432-6864
ty, Seacrist said. Seacrist said he
found the minister ''very well
suited" to what he was looking for in
a chaplain and saw his presence as· a
prime opportunity to implement the
new policy .
Gibbs is the director of the United
Campus Ministry at UCF. He said
he sees his new position as another
aspect of ''what it means to be a
_$1.00 off large
campus minister," rather than an
entirely new job.
or Medium pizza
After receiving a bachelor's
, Casselton Corner 5
degree in political science from
1049
N. Semoran Blvd.
Florida Southern in 1971, Gibbs
Winter Park, Florida
_
toured the country as part of a col671 7500
lege singing group. A workstudy job
with the college chaplain at Florida
Southern gave him his first pi:actical
experience in the ministry, although
both his father and grandfather are
Methodist ministers .
. In 1973, he began attending
seminary at the Candler School of
Theology at Emory University in
Atlanta. Gibbs has been at UCF
since June 1979.
Both the Orange County Sheriff's
Department and the Florida
Highway Patrol employ chaplains.
Chaplain Marshall Wilson of the
Sheriff's Department said the
chaplains are responsible for
recruiting, training and supervising
personnel from local churches, who
work one-on-one with the jail inmates. They also conduct church
services, Bible studies and informa·
tional seminars about their pro·
grams for civic groups, in addition
to counseling.
The Florida Highway Patrol
employs only one chaplain who is
stationed in Tallahassee, accorc:llng
to Sgt. James Johns of Troop D,
Orlando. The Patrol contacts local
pastors to handle crisis intervention
sifoations.
"The men have very little contact
with a chaplain in the field," Johns
said.
,
· The Orlando Police Department
discontinued its chaplain program
three years ago, according to Officer
Rick DeTreville.
"It didn't relate directly to the
police department," he said. "It we:ts
used only on a spasmodic basis.
Some officers were antagonized by
the religious influence when
under stress , he said. The depart- 1
ment now maintains a listing of ·
representative ministers of different
faiths who are activated when needed in a crisis situation.
Psychologists are kept on retainer
to be available to the officers if they
need any counseling.

,§." ~~
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''On the east side of the campus
we are planning on duplicating more
or less the west parking facilities,
but that's probably down the road a
few years," Dick Lavender, projects
manager for facilities planning, se:tid.
The parking will be necessary
when the new Engineering - and
College of Business buildings are
completed in that area, he said.
Next year 's proposed capital improvements fee allocation, if approved, would provide $690,000 for construction of the east parking lot and
$135,000 for a permanent lot. That
lot, for 200 cars, would be built adjacent to the new physical education
facility.

BUZZ'S AUTO CENTER
10658 E. COLONIAL DR. UNION PARK

275-3951
COMPLETE AU-T O SERVICE·
CUSTOM MUfFLER EXPERTS
Open 8AM·6:30PM
SAT. 8AM-5:30PM
MASTER CARD & VISA .
TOWING SERVICE

,
..
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The building of a

football progran

Peterson's ultimate goal: Division I
by Lee Lerner
Future sports

Despite a disasterous 0-7 start
by the UCF football team, Athletic
Director Bill Peterson expressed a
desire to have coach Sammy Weir
return as head coach next season.
"I'm for him," Peterson said.
. "He's had a tough job, it's· peen a
tough schedule and the biggest
thing against him was not being
able to have a spring practice,
which is a necessary evil. As a
coach, he's done a good job of
motivating the players."
Peterson named Weir as interim
head coach last July, however, he's
now bound to be under a lot of
pressure for a change.
According to Peterson, the
decision for the position will be
shaped by an advisory. search
committee made up of community
President
Trevor
members,
Colboum and himself. The possible
applicants for the job would be
screened by the committee, but
Peterson would have the final
decision on any candidate.
Should Weir be replaced, Peterson outlined the type of person the
department is looking for to fill the
position.
"It should be somebody experienced, who has come from a
· good football school and will have
UCF's best intentions at heart,"
he said
Still, optimism flows easy from
Peterson, the former Houston Oiler
and Florida State University
coach, who seems to have only one
objective in mind for the football_
program-push it to the bjg time.
"ldent1ficatio_n ot ,.a university
comes easy with a good team and .
that's the idea we're trying to sell,"
Peterson said. ''A good school
identifies with a good team.''
This is where the problems
begin. At 0-7 the Knights are doing
little to endear themselves to the
hearts of prospective followers
throughout the land. If a lack of
identificatio_n plagues them now,
the season's end result might be
community amnesia.
According to Peterson, the immediate future of UCF football
falls into a two-year plan. Step one
involves getting some experienced
players signed for next year to fill

in for this year's losses and then.
play for a 500 season. From there

the program takes off, rebuilding
itself each year until it reaches the
final goal of big-time college football.
"Division III doesn't help the
community," Peterson said. "We
need to get up where we're playing
the big boys." The plan itself is a breath of fresh
air to the now stumbling program.
It conjures up exciting images of
perhaps 50,000 people jamming the
T-Bowl on a blustery November afternoon as the Knights square off
against the Florida Gators.
Reality, however, has its roadblocks. Perhaps the top one here is
money. Existing this year on a
$450,000 budget, the team has the
capacity to offer only about 15 full
scholarships fn a division where the
ceiling is 45. In effect, UCF doesn't
-award 15 full ones, but rather splits
the funding to a larger number of
partials.
Peterson is convinced the
program must upgrade the financial support for next ·year and feels
they'll need to sign 30 new players
under some type of scholarship in
order to compete.

game, I thought we could have won
that and I guess that's true for one
or two others also."
Colboum insists that he's not
embarrassed by the 0-7 record and
claims to have had reinarkably few
negative remarks against the team
from the community.
"It's not so terrible to lose a
game if you play well and the team
has played well in many of them.
Against Bethune-Cookman for
example, we played a lot better
than the score suggests," he said.
The Bethune-Cookman game
saw the Knights lose to the Wildcats before 9,127 T-Bowl fans, the
largest crowd of the year thus far.
Despite the large turnout for that
game, Peterson is disappointed· by ·
the home attendance. Never-·
theless, he claims that crowds of
30,000 are not that far off once the
community gets behind the teams.
Colboum on the other hand is
happy with the turnout they've
had this year.
"I'm gratified that attendance is
as good as it is. Of course you
always hope you'll do better," he
Peterson, page 24

What kind of players is Peterson
looking to sign?
"Junior college players primarily,
we would like their experience, but
basically kids who just want to
come play for UCF," he said.
Looking to the future of _the
ptogram in one respect is a way of
forgetting the disappointments of
this year for Peterson. However,
the 0-7 record continues to haunt
the present.
"I thought we would win four or
five games, I really did,'' said
Peterson. "A couple of players got
hurt and a few didn't measure up,
which helped to keep us down.''
Another who· can't help but feel'
the sting of the winless record is
Colbourn. He, like Peterson had
higher hopes at the season's outset.
"Obviously I hoped we would
win three or four," Colbourn said.
''There are some tough teams on a
Division II schedule. I was disappointed by the Georgia Southern

--
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Administration says future of football
overshadows setbacks this season

West Georgia may dampen hom_e coming hopes ·
by Dave Miller
Future sports

Most teams schedule an easy team for their
homecoming game, but for UCF that won't be the case.
In fact, the Fighting Knights will have all they can handle in Division III powerhouse West Georgia.
West Georgia dropped its football program in 1958,
but renewed interest sparked a comeback for the
program and in only its second season the Braves are
tasting the fruits of success.

Photos·
by Pam Gimson
Children 12 and under, dressed in a
costume and accompanied by parents,
will be able to get into this Saturday
night's football game free. Par~nts
may get in the game for only two
dollars. You must enter gate E.
Also, the cheerleaders will be passing
out candy at the game. For more information contact the ticket agen.cy
at 275-2139.
•

The Braves are up.defeated corning into Saturday's
game at 670. The "Football News" poll lists the team ·a s
number one for Division II_I while the NCAA ra~ng has
the Braves listed second.
''West Georgia is a big and physical team,'' Knights
head coach Sammy Weir said. ''The big question is
whether or not we will have enough players to compete
against them af~r our injuries the past few weeks "
Last week against Nicholls State the Knights left three
offensive starters at home: 'wide receiver Jeff Froehlich.
and running backs Jerome Thomp'son and Vincent
Lewis, all due to injuries.
The Knights, 0-7, are assured of not reaching the
Division II rankings for 1982 but still there is·more to the
game than just the win or loss.
For the Knights it's a chance for revenge from last
year's 20-6 loss to the Braves. There's also a sense of
iJrlde. The Knights don't · want the e:mbarrassment of
losing to a Division III team while the Braves would
savor a win over a Division II opponent,.
But then again it is the Knights' homecoming. And as
VMI, Valdosta State and Nicholls State will agree,
· anything can happen dutjng homecoming.
The Braves are boasting the nation's number one
scoring and rushing offense as well as the number one
defense for Division III. In the six games the Braves
have played, their offense has averaged 41 points per
game while giving up only 21 to their opponents.
All-American quarterback candidate David Arch_er
leads the West Georgia Pro I offense. Atcher has completed 31of67 passes for 458 yards this season. He has
also rushed for 246 yeards.
Tailback Harold Long has earned the pigskin 52 times·
for 468 yards and five touchdowns. Long is complimen• ted by fullback Trevon Daniels :who has a 9.2 yards per
caITY, average. .
The Braves' top receiver is Al Sheppard. Sheppard has
. caught for over' 205 yards this season and is maintaining
a 22.8 yard average every time he catches the ball.
Again the Knights will be facing a tough defense. In
six gain.es the Braves' defense has given up only 15 points and a total of 990 yards. The Braves' defense has held
three teams scoreless already this season.
David Phillips handles the punting for West Georgia.
Phillips has a 37.8-yard average with his l~ngest a 51yarder. The kicking game is done by Rob Rice. Rice is 25
of 27 ·PA T's and 3-6 in field goals.
"They have a tremendous football team," said Weir,
"and we will have our work cut out for us against them. I
only hope we are healthy enough to compete.''

•

•

•

Last week the University of Central Florida Knights
found themselves outsized and outmatched as Nicholls
State roasted UCF 60-10.
"We're in a serious situation in as far as our players are
concerned," said Weir. "We were just outmanned and
they beat us physically and they beat us soundly."
UCF quarterbacks Dana Thyhsen and Raymond Agee
haq. their share of problems. ·Thyhsen hit only three of 13
passes for 23 yards, while Agee connected on five of 20
for 75 yards.
'" It was. a very physical ball game and it took its toll on
us," said -Weir. "We've got to now regroup and get ready
for an undefeated team this weekend in West Georgia.
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TWO GRAND
I PRIZE WINNERS
WILL B~
.
SCHLITZ'S GUESTS \. ·
IN TORONTO
FOR THE LAST
PERFORMANCE OF
THE WHO'S 1982
NORTH AMERICAN TOUR.

Winners receive a
Koss Music Box
personal portqble
·cassette player
with a cassette of
"It's Hard," THE
\'?H O's latest
release.

i f-:~~ ?: '.[.~'l). '~'f Winner~;:~:;~::;HE ~g'.~~~~~~ Prize
:

•• ••••.l \

This may ~ ~ur last chance to see in
person oneof the worid's great rock
.legends. Be there.
Schlitz will send 2 winning couples (winner plus
a friend) to Toronto. You'll receive airfare, hotel
accommodations in Toronto for 2 nights, tickets
to THE WHO concert, dinner both nights in
superb Toronto restaurants , a souvenir album,
limousine service to and from the concert and spending money.
"THE WHO" 1982 TOUR SWEEPSTAKES OFFICIAL RULES, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
1. To enter. hand print yo ur na m e and ad dress on the o ff 1cia l entry form o r on a-3'" x 5" piece of paper and mai l to:
THE WHO 1982 Tour Swee pstakes , P. O. Box 4290, Libertyv ill e, Ill inois 60048. ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY
NOVEMBER3 0, 1982.
.
_
2. No pu rchase req uired . Enter as often as you w is h, but each entry must be n:iai led sepa rately.
3. Winn ers w ill be selected in a random drawing cond ucted by H. Olsen & Co .. an in depend ent jud ging orga n1zat1 on .
whose decisions will be fi nal. Grand prize w inners w ill be noti fied by Decem ber 10th, all others will be noti f ied by
January 31, 1983. All 552 prizes. w o rth approxima tely $1 6,000.00, will be aw arded . L1m 1t one (1) priz e pe r household .
Odds of w inn ing deter mi ned by the number of qu alif 1ed entries received .
4. Sweepstak es li m ited to residents of th e USA. except em pl9yees and thei r 1mmed 1a te fami lies of S1roh Brewery.
Co .. its aff iliated co mpanies. adve rtising and promotio nal agencies, and H. Olsen & Co .. other suppliers, and
w holesa le and retail alcoholic beve rage licensees and their families . Sweepstakes void wh ere proh1b1 ted or
re stricted by law. En tra nts must be of lega l drinking age in th ei r state of residen ce at time of entry. Any tax es are th e
sole res ponsi bility of the prize winn ers .
·
5. All entries become the property of the Stroh Brewery Co., and non e will be re turn ed. W inn ers will be not if 1ed by
mail. No substitution of prizes. Taxes on prizes are the responsibility of the w inn ers
6. The geo gra ph ic area covered by THE WHO 1982 Tour Sw eepstakes is nat1onw1de with approximat ely 5.000 retail
outlets p art ici pat in g. For a list of Grand and Firs t Prize winners available after January 31 , 1983, send a separate,
sel f-add resse d stamped envelope to: " THE WHO " 1982 TOU R SWEEPSTAK ES WINNERS UST. P.O. Box 4290.
Libe rt yvi ll e, Illinois 60048.

•.•
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album, "It's Hard;' plus a Schlitz/WHO
tour T-shirt.

.

Schlitz is back with the taste that's rocking ·
America: Try the clean refreshing taste of

Schlitz ... or pour yourself the new Schlitz
Light, brewed light to stay light all night long.
®

r-------------------1
I THE WHO 1982 TOUR SWEEPSTAKES
I Box4290
I Libertyville, IL 6004R
I
I Name
lpler1se print)
I Address
I
I City
State
I

Zip

Phone No. _

_

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

...

•

1

743

ENTR IES MUST BE RECEIVED BY NOVEMBER 30th, 1982
I
I TO BE ELIGIBLE.
L----~--------------J
©
I

1

1982 JOS SCH LITZ BR EWIN G COMPANY MILWAUKEE WI
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Making moyies

Writing,
directing,
editing
all pdrt
.of cinema

success
by Mike West
Contributing writer

Now and then, maybe .not even that
often, a person comes along who does
something to rise above the mean.
More seldom is the case that two.such
people combine their talents and
overcome great odds to produce
something of real artistic value.
UCF seniors Kris Kovach and Alan
McCall are two such people. Kovach
and McCall, both film majors, have
produced, directed and acted in their
own film, "Greed"--the story of a thief
whose high aspirations turn to petty ·
greed, a twist which brings the thief
to his ruin.

Kris Kovach ta.Ices a break from editing.
Making a film, you might say, is no
great difficulty. After all, Spielberg,
Lucas and Coppola do it all the time
out west. But for two dedicated
students · like Kovach and McCajl,
who have the restrictions of being in
·school and living on campus, it is, as
they say, another ball game.
The 19-minute, black and white
production, stars Kovach and McCall.

Ahpi McCall lines up a shot.

The footage wa·s filmed by McCall and
produced by both Kovach and McCall.
After four months of filming and
editing, the movie was completed.
The team spent five nights on location
at the Jacksonville Museum of Artsand Treasures. Kovach and McCall
personally subsidized the '$2,500
production budget.

These two young, dedicated ~tists
hope to someday enter their film in
regional and national· film festivals
such as FOGQS in New York.
B~t whether they ever make it to
Cannes or not doesn't really matter.
What matters is that Kovach and
McCall have produced a. magnificent
film, the result of creative and articulate labor.

PAC Cinema Committee
provides movie va~iety
by Wayne Starr
Future.staH

If you can't stand Clint Eastwood
and you thought "Chariots of Fire"
was boring, don't just sit there munching on stale popcorn--join the
Program and Activities Council's
Cinema Committee. This is the group
responsible for selecting the movies
shown on campus.
.

The
series
began
with
"Slaughterhouse Five," based on the
Kurt Vonnegut novel, and continued
with cult favorites like "Rock 'n' Roll
High School'' and ''A Clockwork
Orange."
On weekends (Fridays and Sundays) the films are geared to a more
general audience. Popular movies like
"The Deer Hunter," "On Golden
Pond," and "Stripes" fit into this
category.
"We look for movies that were
recent favorites and which we feel will
interest both those people who missed
them the first time around and those
who would like to see them again,"
Hoogland explained.

According to Kevin Hoogland,
cinema chairman, there are two
categories of films presented. "On
Wednesdays we have w~t we call
'Classique' or theme-oriented series,"
Hoogland said. "We present two different themes each semester. They
can be culturally oriented, such as a · Considering the hundreds of
romantic f:ilID series or a martial arts features released by Hollywood each
series, or we may focus on a particular year, exactly how ·does the Cin~ma
Committee select the handful shown
director or artist."
each term? "Surprisingly, it's a rather
The first half of ·this semester democratic process, " Hoogland said.
featured Clint Eastwood films and the "Committee members look through
second half will focus on the general catalog~ sent to us by film rental
idea of dead and decaying societies, companies, then we all get together
said Hoogland. "We've got some and vote. If for some reason we can't
rather off-beat, out-of-the-ordinary decide among three or four selections,
films lined up which focus on subject we poll the audience and let the people ·
·matter of film styles that are directly decide what they want to
somewhat unusual," he added.
see.''
Something. new this year is the
popular cinema-drafthouse format.
''We set up tables .and chairs and
. serve nacho~ and beer; we look _for
films where everybody can have a
good time," Hoogland said.
"So far this term our biggest
crowds were for the double feature,
"The First Nudie Musical'·' and
"Everything You Always Wanted to
Know About Sex," which almost
doubled our normal cr9wds of 200 to
· 300," Hoogland said. "But in the two

years I've been here, the biggest chcock's "Psycho" and modern
crowds by far were for "Cinderella favorites like "The Warriors."
X,'' which we .showed last fall.''
"Most films rent for $250 to $300
But don't expect ·X-rated features but something like "Star Wars" (for
to become a mainstay of the UCF film homecoming) costs about $1,200, so
diet. "We definitely don't want- _to it's easy to see how one film can really
have a 'Smut Week' 'like they do at drain our budget," Hoogland exthe University of Florida,'' Hoogland plained.
said. "But we're not closed-minded
According to Student Center
either. If we feel a film is a quality program director Paul Franzese, the
production which will appeal to a wide committee wa·s allotted $15,000 for
audience, we'll show it, no ·matter if · film rental this year.
it's rated G or X."
The committee is also in the
Although some people voiced process of acquiring video tapes of .
displeasure about showing , X-rated pop concerts, which they plan to show
movies, Hoogland said, ''We're in the Knight's Den. Hoogland plans
willing to stand up to them and show to get this underway ''beginning as
what the people want to see."
soon as arrangements can be made."
The Cinema Committee has . other
Anyone interested in submitting
projects planned for the near future, film or theme ideas or joining the film
but the major concern is becoming committee, is urged to contact
totally self-sufficient. "Because film Hoogland in · the SC. "We've got
rental rates are rising so quickly, we ·about 40 members right now, but
want to purchase one or two films we'd like to hear from any interested
outright each year and try to build a student,'' he said.
library of traditional favorites,"
At only 50 cents a shot, a "Knight"
Hoogland said. "We!d like to have our at the movies may just be .the best enown copie5 of older classics, like Hit- tertainment value in Orlando.

•
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Fats lives!
Theatre On Park swings with 'Ain.'t Misbehavin"
· The musical, staged, directed and Johnson, who possesses a voice of
choreographed by TOP's Ralph enormous magllitude, ·and Michael
Petillo, features the dynamic perfor- Mathis, whose vocals at times resemmances of the talented Black Reper- ble the resonant sound of a slide
tory Group.
trombone during songs like "The
The theme of "Ain't Mfsbehavin"' Viper's . Drag" and "The Reefer
is loosely based on the brief but Song."
prolific life of '40s pianist, Thomas
Other jazzy, slinky and lively tunes
"Fats" Waller. Although Waller died in the show include such memorable
in 1943 from the flu, }le managed to numbers as "Honeysuckle Rose,"
record more than 500 albums and "Squeeze Me," "Black and Blue" and
·wrote more than 300 songs.
the dynamic "The Joint is Jumpin'."
The show, set in Harlem in the
For those who have not had the
'40s, is a fast-paced series of one red- pleasure of seeing TOP's Black
Group,
"Ain't
hot song after another. Notable per- Repertory
formances are turned in by Annie Misbeha~n"' .will p~ove to be a

by Mike West
Contributing writer

With the exception of summer and
the Christmas season, movie and
theater goers are often forced to make
choices between entertainment fare
that varies from high school humor to
cultural tedium. Suddenly, in the
midst of this barren, artistic desert
comes a breath of fresh air. .
"Ain't Misbehavin '," the new
musical comedy currently in production at Theatre On. Park, is that
breath of fresh air and it is, in a word,
tremendous.

UCF Gallery features
historical photo objects

~-H.

IOIPUIN
Educational Center

There IS a difference!!! ·

Course

Class Starting

LSAT

Nov. 4th
Nov.10th
Dec. 6th
Jan. 16th

GRE

.

· GMAT
MCAT

delightful introduction. Several members of the group, Ted Evans, Sterling
Staggers and Alonzo Ward, have appeared in an earlier TOP production of
"Purlie." Musical Director, Debbie ·
Hawkins, provides excellent renditions of the Waller arrangements on
piano.
For an evening of spirited musical
fun, "Ain't Misbehavin"' is a must.

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter P'ark, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center
We reserve the right to cancel any c1ass 1ur·
which there Is Insufficient enrollment
Call for details
Days, Evening, or Weekends

678-8400

by Brenda Craft

subject as well as those of t he
photographer. They can express
feelings of love and happiness or deep
sorrow.
Not so long ago, though, we didn't
have the convenience of pushing a
button and watching a picture
develop a minute later in our hands.
Actually; it wasn't so long ago that
we didn't even have cameras.
To illustrate the evolution of
photography, the UCF Gallery is
presenting a Historical Objects Art
Show, curated by Dorothy Kannon
and Dr. Charles Wellman. The art

Future staff

The art of photography has come a
long way from early daguerrotypes
and the Kodak Brownie box camera.
Modern cameras have been simplified
so that practically anybody can take a
picture, but the professional
photographer has become a fine artist
who can capture every minute detail,
nuance and mood.
Photography is "a vital means of
communication and expression.''
Pictures can convey the feelings of the

Gallery, page 21
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FLORIDA GENERATOR
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10% Discount To Students, Faculty & Staff On
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Validl.D.
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REMANUFACTURING OF
ALTERNATORS•STARTERS
GENERATORS•REGULATORS
WE HAVE OUR OWN LINE OF BATTERIES, BELTS,
HEADLIGHTS AND OTHER ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS.

.

Mlle Eut Of SR 436 On South Side Of Hwy. 50.
•SPECIAL OFFER•

FREE ELECTRICAL CHECKOUT WITH TH1s
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HARRtS FAMOUS FLOWERS
Two Locations to Serve You

Orlando, Florida 32807

TELEPHONE: (305) 277-5200

Located Yi

Open
11 a.m.

-~

······· · ·~~ -

Members of U.C.F. Alumni Club

CARNATION BOUTONNIERE $1.50
CARNATION CORSAGE $2.50

QUALITY FLOWERS REASONABLE PRICES
Good Luck Knightsl
1035 N. Semoran Blvd.
Casselton Corners
winter Park, Fla.

955 S. Orlando Ave. (17-92)
628-0315
Winter Park, Fla .

.
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Co~ing Attractions ...
Freebies
The PAC Cinema Committee
and SAG A food services are now
offering a student special for those
who attend the PAC's Wednesday
night movies. Students may bring
their movie ticket stubs to the
Knight's Den and receive a FREE
glass of beer or wine with any food ·
purchase.
·
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"WE SPECIALIZE IN BMX & 10 SPEEDS"

GENE'S

at 8 p.ni. Tickets f~r this montage
of talent and pulchritude are $8 .
and $6 (reserved) and are available
at the Carr Box office.

PEDAL
MACHINES

WE SELL NEW AND USED

CLIFF PERRY
OWNER

VCC Exhibit
The·Performing Arts Center
Gallery at Valencia Community
College, East Campus presents an
art exhibition, "Art Alumni-Recent
Work,'' which will be on display
through Nov. 12. The Gallery is
open Monday-Friday from 12:304:30 p.m.

9837 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
(305) 282-1378
ORLANOO, FL 32817

10°/o Discount With Student I. D-.

More Parties

Eastern Art
A special exhibition and sale of
Original Oriental Art will be

presented on Nov. 3 from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at the Student Center. A
representative from Marson, Ltd.
of Baltimore, Md., will be present
to answer questions about the
collection of etchings, woodcuts,
lithographs and paintings.

Church Street Station in down-.
town Orlando is having a wild
Halloween Costume Street Party
on Oct. 31 from 6 p.m. to 2 a.m. A
grand prize of $1,000 or a trip to
Transylvania will be awarded for
best costume. Cash prizes will also
be given for best costume in three
categories: '.'Spooks and Goblins,"
"Gay '90s to Roaring '20s" and
"Do Your Own Thing." Live music
will be provided by Rage and The
Executives. Admission is $4.75.

•••

The Followers of Zono will hold
the Third Annual Halloween
Costume Ball of Delights on Oct.
30 at the Dubsdread Restaurant,
549 Par St., Orlando. Specials in_clude music by The Stereos and
The Cocoanut Manor Orchestra, 50
cents bat draft, prizes for
costumes, snacks and a midnight
virgin sacrifice. Admission is $6 for
· singles and $10 for couples. The
proceeds will benefit the Southern
Ballet Theater.

·1n the Carr
On Nov. 2, the Carr Auditorium
will host the encore performance of
the acclaimed Pilobolus dance
troupe. A sellout audience is again
expect.ed for the unique
choreography, energy and humor
of this talented company. Tickets
(if available) may be purchased for
$15, $12.50 and $7.50 at the Carr
Box Office.

• • •
Southern rocker Elvin Bishop
will be struttin' his stuff, ya'll, at
the Bob Carr Auditorium tonight
at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at
the Carr Box Office for $9 and $7.

•• ••
The annual Miss Orlando
Pageant ~es place this Saturday

Ira's Mystery
The Fine Arts Theatre of
Seminole Community College will
present Ira Levin's "Deathtrap"
on Oct. 27 through Oct. 30 at 8
p.m. and Oct. 31at2 p.m. Performances will take place in the Fine
Arts Theatre on the Lake Mary
campus. Tickets are $2.50 for
students and $3.50 for the general
public. For more information call
323-1459 x-399.

SC Movie
The PAC presents "The
Howling" on-Oct. 29 and Oct. 31 at
8:30 p.m. mt~e SCA.

Gallery-------- frompage20
This exhibit will naturally appeal to
show is comprised of old black and
photographers
but even casual o~ser
white photographs from the 1800s
vers will enjoy this anthological
and early 1900s.
progression of photography and its
According to Clifford Heenie, who changes in the last 100 years. It also
an
opportunity
to
has contributed to the exhibit, the art provides
show is designed to "give people ~ "familiarize ourselves with these capsense of where photography is going." tured seconds from the past.''.
The Gallery, located in Flne Arts
It is also designed to show the
''current aspects'' of the photographic Room 305, is open Monday-Friday
from 8:30 a. m. to 4:30 p. m."
medium.

Support the arts in your _area_._ _ _ J

"This lively Two Fingers poster available in full color - is a great way
to remember that terrific Two Fingers
taste: And ... the good times it brings.
To get your autographed copy, send
S I .00 (to cover postage and handling)
·to: Two Finger Tequila Poster Offer,
P. 0. Box 3Z 12 7, Detroit, Michigan
48232. Please include your printed ·
name and address.
Don't forget. When you want to add
to your good times . . .

TWo Fingers is all it takes.

I
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Homecoming week kicks off
with comedy, skits and jazz

..--------------------------------------------

Homecoming '82: A Knight at the
Movies began in high style this
weekend as hundreds of students enjoyed a "party under the stars" at
Lake Claire on Sunday night. In addition to the movie "Star Wars," partyers· got a night of laughs, provided
by campus fraternities, sorqrities and
the mad antics of the 'D IZ Funny
Farm (left), who broke into a scorching rendition of "Now You Live in
Bithlo."

Making their debut appearance under the direction of John C. Whitney,
assistant professor of music, the UCF
Jazz Lab Band (below) filled the SC
Green with a variety of inspired jazz
and blues arrangements.
The festivities continue tonight at 8
p.m. in the Orlando Expo CentRr RR
the Tampa-based showband, Devastation, rocks the night away at the
homecoming Dance. Admission is ·
free.
IPhoUJs by Pam Gimson.J

•

RETRO RECORDS
"' - " ' .

w

NEW & USED Records At

Jl

~·

Unbeatable Prices!

. v; '

. ·P.\·
1t~· N' ,

RENT New Records 3 Days
For $2 Which Will Go Towards
The Cost Of The Record If You
Decide To Buy!

'
I
./'
O
J·
- ~

et0~

BUY • SELL
TRADE • RENT

MON.-SAT. 11-8:00
SUN. 12-5:00
59 N. BUMBY AVE. 898-2484

THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style Cµt $7.00 ..
Full Service Saff>n

Can You .
Imagine...

Walk-lriS Welcome
10509 E . Coloni a l Dr.
(Winn Dixi e Center)

282-1700

l lNION PARK

Daily 9-5 & Thurs. til 8

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Th·e Coed Business Fraternit

S~nda_y . ~

OCT.31
REG. ADMiSSION
AT6:00 P.M.

"-.

• The Executives
GRAND COSTUME PARADE PRIZE CATEGORIES
1. Spooks 'n Goblins

2. Hot Gay 90' s Roarin ZO's

3. Do Your Own Thing

Presents
The finest pledge class on campus

~

GRAND PRIZE
~
$1000 OR A TRIP TO TRANSYLVANIA
·

~ TheWildestNiteofYourLife!
~

Downtown Orlando

TO BENEFIT THE

UCF FOOTBALL
PROGRAM
AND THE

UNITED NEGRO
COLLEGE FUND

/

~

BRING YOUR
ORANGE COUNTY
VOTER REGISTRATION
CARD FORA

FREE
BEER!

.

John Caserta
Carlos Castaner
Carlos Correa
Pam Drayer
Chris Fickey
Steve Fogg
Joe Foguth
Mark Garsta
Mark Geary
Jim Haggard
James Holmes, Jr.
Kurt Koch
Michelle Linnert
Pete.Lopez

Rob Mallard
Pqula McCord
Mike McMillen
Lorraine Meehan
Mary K. Montuoro
Linda Mosteller
Mellanie Mottayan
Jay sa.u erwein
Allen Schneider
Linda Shaw
Sally Sulsenti
Billy Vernikos
Richard Whitaker

A special thanks to the College of Business, Faculty, & Dr. Teeple,
our advisor.

.

................................
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Experimental hu·mor, music
.define artist's unique style

THIRSTY GATOR
OYSTER PUB

by Robert Nees

CELEBRATES

Future staff

UCF

Edwin White has never been to
Istanbul, doesn't play street hockey
wit3 illegal aliens or play the tuba but
he does . deliver a powerfully entertaining nigh,tclub act. He's outrageous as a stand-up comedian, also
does well delivering lines sitting down
and warms up an audience like the
sun peering around an ominous cloud
on a dismal day.
/
"I try to do stuff that's off the wall
to get people's attention," White said,
"because if the energy is dissipated in
all directions, then why am I sitting
here? If I can get their attention then
my attention level towards my music
can increase. I can_ get that kind of
unity with everybody in a place where
we're all in a positive mood."

HOMECOMING
"GO KNIGHTS"

81.00
Beek.s

Beer
Wine

Games
BigSereen

Imported Beer

Let's

Free T-Shirts &

Party:

Hats from
Beek's Every hour limited

3040 N. Goldenrod Rd.

Hours: llAM-llPM
Weekends: 12 MD.

Orlando, Fla.

671-1976

OPEN FOR LUNCH

White uses attention-getters like

between Univ. &HlVY• 50
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sung with Kermit The Frog's voice or
Mister Rogers' theme song. He also
renders serious versions of wellknown tunes by the Police, Neil
Diamond and many other popular
performers. including oldies like
Grand Funk. He's big on audience
requests, uses a lot of special effects ~
and can project a solid rock sound
without wanting for lack of drums,
synthesizers or multjple guitars.
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Viennese style, with a touch of cinnamon.

~~~!l~~:;:z,i:ft~~:m~~:

in the Travel Lodge at Lake Buena
Vista.
.
White explains that most of the
humor he uses on stage.is experimental but he does capitalize on certain

= ''Econom1·se1 30C''
=
=
~

FREN(:H STYLE INSTANTCOFFEE BEVERAGE
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Smooth and light, French-style.
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''Risparmi·a 30C''
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reusable
of his
innate
humor=
to help anaspects
audience
reach
a receptive
level. During a recent solo performance
at Harpe_(s Tavern in Winter Park,
White created an atmosphere more
like a family reunion rather than a crowded bar full of strangers.
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Creamy rich, with an orange twist.

--=

Humor
isnottheoniyexperimentaI
facet
of White's
act. He explained
that; "Rick (Amos) and I make up
something new every night but it's
usually instrumental. I don't think
I've reached a point where I can say
great truths or (be) highly influential
in my lyrics.
"You got a whole world of people
out there and all we 're doing is
playing music. Music is sound, not
some poetic translation of words. I
think words get in the way. I tend to
work on sounds that I can change into
words. If I use lyrics, then they
usually stem from the sounds that
I'm scatzing (scatting) from." White hasn't always been so experimental on stage. Early in his
career he performed for two years as
not much more than live background
music. During that time he developed
as a musician and vocalist working
with flowing chordal progressions and
warm vocals. Later, while working at
Florida Festival, he incorporated
audience interaction, theatrics and
dance, which he said helped him
develop as an entertainer.
He remembers his first gig as being
terrifying ("a really. dry mouth and
trying not to look scared' ') but he continued to pursue his career as a
professional ·entertainer because it
was something he could develop. He
chooses his material by trying to find
"some new chord .progression, some

CAFE FRANCAis
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''Sa'bhai·130A''
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Delicious, like a chocolate after-dinner mint.·

SWISS STYLEINSTANT COFFE EBEVERAGE

-

~
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GENEnAl Food)"
INTERNATiONAI CotfEES
~

,~,
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AMAl{t;lrO

ROMAN SlYLE INSTANTCOFFEE BEVERAGf
'

Delicate and aromatic, with just a kiss of amaretto flavoring .

-
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NON - ALCOHOLIC

z

z

To the retailer. General. Foods Corp. will reimburse you
Puerto Ric o and U.S. Gov't. Install. Cash value: 1120¢. ~
for the fa.ce .value of this coupon pll!s 7~ for handling if
41J)tllll• Coupon will not be honored If presented through out- o
you receive 1t on the sa le of ~he specified product and if
side agenc ies, brokers or others who are not retail
upon request you submit evidence of purchase thereof
•1111
d istrlbulors of our merchandise o r specifically authosat1sfactory to General Foods Corp . Coupon may not
nzed by us to present coupons for redemption. For
be assigned , transferred or reproduced . Customer
redemption of properly received and handled
must pay any sa les tax. Void where pr9h1blted , OENEIW.R>008 coupon, mail to: General Foods Corp .. P.O. Box
lla taxed or restricted by law. Good on ly 1n U.S.A .
103, Kankakee, IL 60Q02 .
~
~
This coupon good only on purchase of product indicated . Any other use constifutes fraud .

GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION

~

© General FOOds Corporation 1982
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·Lady Knights
- end season ..
undefeated

Peterson-rrom page rn .
said. "We've still managed a pretty
good crowd for a Division-II football game and it might be two or
three times as large with a winning
record.''

by Jose A. Fajardo
Future sports

The UCF women's soccer team
. ended its 1982 regu4rr season undefeated as it prepares for the upcoming nationals.
"Here we are at the end of the
regular season and the tearri is
playing very well; I say better than
ever before, and that shows just how
much potential we have," a~sistant
coach Dang Pibulvech said.
·
The women's team finished off the
regular season last weekend with
three shutout victories in North
Carolina, as they tied UNC in their
Brine Women's Soccer Invitational.
In the first game of the weekend,
UCF destroyed Adelphi University 90 as Stacey Nelson scored the first
and winning goal. Kathy Mulqueeny,
Michelle Sedita, and Mary Va,ras all
contributed two goals apiece, · while
Nancy Buonpane and Cindy Clippenger each tallied one.
Amy Ford recorded the team's sixth
shutout, as well as the seventh and
eighth in the next two games.
Just three hours after the Adelphi
game,· UCF went on to Duke University to beat that team 5-0 in 40 degree
weather. Laura Drydeq scored three
goals for a hat trick, as Cindy Clippenger and Lisa Korba added solos to
co~plete the score.
The final game of the season and

Although the Knights haven't
provided the victories home fans
have . been looking for, Peterson
feels that the fans haven't been
cheated on excitement and that
everyone who has bought tickets
has gotten his money's worth.
Jose A.'Fojardo/Future

Mary Veras boots the ball in the North Carolina Touniament.
weekend matched up UCF with an
unknown power in the University of
Cincinnati. But even with the temperature in the upper 30s, the UCF
women's team beat Cincinnati 7-0.
Kathy Mulqueeny played her best
game of the season as she went on to
score four goals in the game. Laura
Dryden,. Mary Varas and Michelle
Sedita each scored one.
With the two victories over Adelphi
and Cincinru;iti, UCF tied the University of North Carolina in their own
tournament. The tournament winner
was decided by the team with the best
tournament record and most goals
scored. Both UCF and UNC won both
their matches and scored seven or
more goals in their wins, so they were
both declared co-champions.
UCF placed four team members on
the All-Tournament team. Laura
Dryden, Mary Varas, Stacey Nelson
and Michelle Sedita were all named.

With these victories, the Lady
Knights finish their regular season
with an undefeated record of 8-0-2,
and with a third-place ranking in the
nation. UCF's only two ties came off
second-ranke4 University of Missouri.St. Louis. .
The women's soccer team must nQw
get ready for the natiorutls and, according to head coach Jim Rudy,
some of the basic skills still have to be
worked. on. Getting into physical
shape will also be a key concern.
"We'll be very fit. probably the fittest
team on the field,'' Rudy said.
"I think the girls know what their
goal is and they know what caliber
they need to reach the top and stay .
there," Pibulvech said. "Everyone
knows .we're good, but not everyone
tµinks we're as goqd as a ·North
Carolina. What the fans are going to
see in our team is a group that is
going to fight till the end."

•

: AFTER lJCF GAME : .
: WITH STUDENT : .
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SONU"AY ••••••••••••
•HAPPY HOUR
All Day & Evening
2 Forl Drinks
$1 Off Pitchers

··

"We've talked about this before
and the minute we prove ourselves,
they'll be there," he said. ·

••
•
•
•••
•••
•••••••••••••••••••••••
•:• FREE ADMISSION :••·
•
•

. DAILY HAPPY HOUR:
. llAMto7PM'.
2-FOR-1 DRINKS
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS

WEDNESDAY•••••.•••
eNICKEL
BEER
NIGHT
5 ¢FOR DRAFT BEER
50 ¢
FOR
MIXED
DRINKS
THURSDAY•••••••••
•Ladies Night
3 Free Drinks for ladies·

Next year will be tough road,
admits Peterson, but he isn't
feeling the pressure yet of an
almost
equally
challenging
schedule or a community demanding a winner. Not disheartened by
the losing record, he remains optimistic that the program can one
day be "big time." In fact, both he
and Colbourn see local television
coverage of away games as a
reality in the program's near
future.

'

GOKNIGHTSI

GO KN·IGHTS!

MONDAY
e$1.00 NIGHT
$1.00 MIX DRINKS,
BEER,
FROZEN .
MARGARITAS
2NEWWAVEBANDS
TUESDAY ••••••••••
•Drink Drown
8PMto 12PM
Girls $3/Guys $5
All You Can Drink!

He added that ticket prices will
have to be raised next year in order
to keep up with the price of equip·m ent costs, but promised similar
'promotional sales will be available
such as the Saturday .Knight Herd
package.

•••
•

ORLANDO, FLA.

UPCOMING CONCERTS .

HALLOWEEN NIGHT
• 8 NEW WAVE BANDS 6pm - 2am
• $1.00 DRINKS
•TICKETS
$3.00 in
'
.. advance $4.00 at the door.

•
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VolleybOll team in second place after tournament
Although the Knights did not win
their invitational, King remains Optimistic and maintains that the team
has a lot of potential. "We just have
to work toge_ther anQ. become more
cohesive," King said. Currently, the
Knights are second in the conference,
one game behind Florida Southern.
King said the Knights must win their
five remaining conference games including a Nov. 10 battle at Florida
Southern to have a chance at tying
them for the conference lead.
However, the road ahead will be dif-.
fl.cult due to injuri~s and attrition
which have cut the Knights' squad
down from the usual 12 players to
eight.

Mike Candelaria
Futuresports

The UCF women's volleyball team
finished in a third-place tie in tlie
fourth annual UCF Volleyball Invitational last weekend.
·
The Knights entered the tournament with hopes of building
momentum as they near the conference playoffs, but came away with
what coa~h Lyn King called disappointing results. Their hopes were
dashed by arch-rival Florida Southern
in the semi-finals, who went on to beat
Florida International UDiversity for
the championship. They ended the
tournament with a 3-3 record.
"I thought we had the physical ·
ability to beat them,,, King said. ''The
only thing holding us back is a lack of
cohesiveness.''
In UCF's other matches during the
tournament they beat FAMU, South
Florida, and Stetson while losing to
Florida Southern twice. They also lost
toFIU.

Freebies!
IRS provides 90 f r e A ·
publications which
('fft~
cover many tax
subjects. Use the
mail order form in
your tax instructions (
1\
to get them.
\......
,:
Internal
Revenue
Servlr:e

Hair Horizons
Body Wave Special $24.99
Long Hair $5 extra

Tricia Boyle goes up for a spike in invitational last weekend

Men's Style Cut Complete $8.50
Manicures $ 5. 00
Complimentary Wine

Pam Glmson/Future

Open Mon. thru Fri. 9- 7
Sat. 9-6
1039 N. Semoran Blvd. (Casselton Corners)
Winter Pai:-k, FL 32792

~ foto

,,,.e~ ~

~U' ~~
~~ CJ"

express
~
..
4.·

~~

~~

.

Quality film developing!

~..f!J

0

~

~~/f~/f

Satisfaction Guaranteed!
_Some See Us!

10%Discount on Film Developing
Student f.. D. required for discount
M-F
8:30-6:30

Sat.

Go .K nights!

9:00-2:00
810 Orlando Ave.
Winter Park, FL. 32789
305-628-2258

University Square Shopping Center
University Blvd. & Goldenrod
Orlcmdo, FL.
305-6 78-8540

4316 Curr:y Ford Rd.
Orlando, FL. 32806
305-894-7893

I
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The Student
.HOMECOMl.NG WEEKEND Center Cinema
"A KNIGHT AT THE MOVIES"
All movies are 50 cents for Students,
$1.50 for Non-Students

~M~\~~~t

SEMIFORMAL . HOMECOMING PARTY·
Friday Night 8:00 PM
·Orlando Expo Center
FOOTBALL .HALFTIME FESTIVITIES
· Fireworks Displays
.
-

':!

'

OCT. 29, 31 .8:~0.

·,

SCA .

Crowning Of King And Queen
GAMETIME::7~30 PM TANG~RINE BOWL

NOV. 3 .8:30 SCA

HOMECOMING PARADE
Saturday 10:00 AM
Park Ave., Winter Park

On

· Golden

-=*seond
NOV. 5-7 8:30 SCA

LITE SKI TRIP
Sno~shoe

T

Ski Resort--West Virginia
Jan. 4-9

'
DEPOSIT
DUE NOV.10 $65

.

KICKOFF PARTY

Nov. 3

B. A

NOV.12-14

'"-»'
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FOR 1" HAPPY HOUR PROMOTION

ing to do the good business with their
1
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The Time Out Lounge at 11731 East

the place was jam packed with diners

~~:~:~:ot~~~~nvt:ci~::~~i~~:r~ ~ntd ~~nk~r~tir~~ abo~t 8:3~ b.m. ~n
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ings with their. "3 for 1" Happy Hour_
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ite watering hole after work and into
the evening, but this innovative "3
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we:kn~~':is a~m~eliy~:Po~ ;rid~~ a~d
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And how about that new lunch buffet
at the Knight's Table Restaurant in
the Quality Inn? The Knight's Table,
located at Colonial and Alafaya

~,d.nYo~h'.ive~'i::!%i ~~~~
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pensively.

With the price of most regular highballs at $1.90, t}lis 3 for I promotion cuts cocktail prices to below 65'
per drink! Talk about going back to
the good old days ... those are 1959
prices! And the Time Out continues
to feature hot hors d'oeuvres daily
from 5 to 7 p.m. In my opinion, you
can't beat the Time Out Lounge for
quality or value in all of Orlando!
FEEDBACK: Kelly-'s Restaurant in
11

11

il·i:

,:;:.

~i~.

t\:

:.i!:

: ;: :

i

Our Food is Not Americanized
With T~is Ad & a 85.00
or More Purchase Receive 1 Order
of Cheese Nachos Free

! 1/2 Mile North of Alonta
:; :;
~

THE LAST WORD: I know a lot of
you work or shop up around Longwood or near north Orlando. May I
suggest you stop by the White Marlin
Restaurant at Longwood Village
Shopping Center, Highways 434 and
1-4. Owner Sam Galbraith is doing
the good job with his Sunday Cham-

e

Charbroiled seafood is fine anytime

·;·
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~~~~n~~~~~~~h! ~~ t~~t·~~ ~j~;
1

Owned & Operated by Mexicans-

·11.

I

I ~~c~ ~:i~~f~dZ:i1 ~:;"i:1s~~~.~;

!I

:fl'

iKn oil 'e mtg . yollu avetn kee~t· o :r:
e y s ye you rea y mus ma e l a n:
priority "after the movie" stop.

or"course the Time Out Lounge still
fJ runs its.regular "2for1" Happy Hour · beverage for only $3.95! That's "all
M daily from 4 to 8 p.m., but Manager · you can eat" and it runs from 11 a.m.

f,{

·
1:1:

~~~·i:~~~:~!i~~,b~~e~e~!e~~~a~ :!:~.

IJ

I

_!:_;1:

CARRY=OUT
& PICK=UP
CATERJrNG

c:::.::,=~I,: :::m.u:...d~:,~'. :1g: ' ..•' . "·· .' .· ~ 'J

On.438in
Casselton Corners
Sh9pping Center
Winter Park., Florida
878-1477
Hours MON-SAT 11:30 AM to9:oo PM
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The forum of ideas for the UCF c;ommu'!-ity

Ghosts pale in comparison ·
with real life monsters
Whenever Halloween approaches, we as a species feel
the need to create ghosties, gobli~s and other manifestations of the supernatural.
This phenomenon amazes me because it makes no sense
to create these horrors when our society is plagued with
monsters that are all too real.
You might not want to introduce Count Dracula to·
your sister, but at least he'd never do anything to a bottle
of Tylenol.
With a vampire you have defenses. A cross, some garlic
or a handy wooden stake and you 're as safe as in your
mother's arms. How can you defend 'against a mental
disease so crippling that it ;motivates someone to indiscriminately kill total strangers?
Frankenstein's monster was big, lumbering and easily
recognizable. Who's to s~y your next aoor neighbor or the
girl across the street isn't putting acid into eyedrops?
A young wo:nian would be much safer walking alone
through the deepest, darkest forest in Transylvania than
on a crowded street in Miami, New York or any other city
larger than Bi thlo.
So why do we create these figments of our darker imagination? Maybe it's to simplify things; an attempt to
embody evil into one easy-to-hate form.

Fans' insensitivity hur~s team
Editor:
I gave up a lot to come to
This concerns a sign I saw this university and strive to
at the T-Bowl during . the .fulfill two dreams in my life.
B-CC game. It read "Mom,
First, to obtain a degree in
don.' t send money ... send a
engineering and second, to
team.''
play football.
Although initially it took
Although I am not a star,
on the appearance of a joke,
a starter or even a regular
its final impact was one of ' player, ·I have worked,
disappointment at the at- sweated, cried and suffered
tit u des of some UCF
the pain of losing. I am no
students.
. different than any other
I am a member of the
member of the team.
Knights' football team. In
fact, I am the oldest member
Even though we have lost
of the team and I hope to be on the field, we have gained
on the roster for two more something much more
years when I reach 29. It is valuable than an?\.t hing
for this reason that I feel my those who ridicule this team
age and experience gives me could ever dream of having.
an advantage in terms of at- Pride and respect for each
other and for ourselves.
titude.

Light at the tunne l's end

Guest editorial

Timothy L. Holton

Letter
·Policy
Letters to the editor must
be delivered to the Future
by 5 p.m. on the Monday
before publication. Letters
must be typed, double·
spaced on a 60-space line.
L~tters should not exceed
250 words and must be sign· ·
ed and include the writer's
phone number. Names are
withheld by request. All let-·
ters are subject to editing.

,

There are le ss important ~hings to worry about

prevalent problem on our
campus. Who are these
trash-pickers? When do they
Recent research has indicated that a powerful an- , practice their vile habit? Do
Founded in 1968 by the students of the
tidote to worry, tension and . they engage in covert, nightUniversity of Central Florida
time trash-picking, or is it a
- stress is to ponder questions
bold, daylight operation?
that have absolutely no conWhat
motivates them to dig
that
sequence
to
your
life;
Michael J. West
Michael E. Griffin
through
partially decomposyou
have
practically
no
inBusiness Manager .
Editor in Chief
ed Saga-burgers and other
terest in; and that have
rank contents of UCF's
answers which, though com:Michelle N aspinsld l
Kathleen G. Foronda
pelling, are nearly impossidumpsters?
What are they
News Editor
• Managing Editor
ble to attain.
looking for? And perhaps
The following list may be
the .most compelling quesLawrence H. Thompson
- Peter F. Cranis
used to ,start off your own
tions of all, why is the
Entertainment Editor · collection of worthless worSports Editor
university , concerned with
riables. Keep it handy for
stopping trash-pickers,
Pamela Gimson
Andrea O'Malley
those moments when your
when a more legitimate purPhotography Editor
Features Editor
mind is especially prone to
suit would be to find out
wander to more serious conwho these people are and to
Patricia Nates
Roger C. Simmons
cerns-for instance, when
get them either a) food orb)
Production Manager
Advertising Manager
put on hold, or whep using
to a psychiatrist?
the
john,
or
during
the
next
• You know those jars on
Offi ces located on Libra Drive
showing
of
"The
Song
Remost
convenience store
Editorial: 305 275-2601 Business: 305 275-2865
mains the Same. '' .
counters that contain pickThis public doc ument was promul!(a ted a t an annual cos t <1f $79,0<XJ <1r s:I
• Most of the dumpsters
led, hardboiled eggs, swimC<'llfs per copy tu inform the unii •ersity co m m unity. A nnual adt •<'rtisin!{
around
campus
bear
signs
ming
in a purple juice? Wh~
reu<'n11c• c;f $50,.560 defray.<; 6.1. 9 p<'rCP /l t of th e an nual cos t.
that
state
"No
trashbuys
those things? Have
Opi11i<1ns expressed in the P uturr! are those of the editor or the U'rit l'r and ,
you ever actually seen sonot /ll'cessarily tlt<1se <1 f the U11i1 1•rsity B oa rd of Publications vr th1• cul- , · picking. '' Since the signs
probably cost the Universimeone ask for a pickeled egg
111 i11is tratio 11.
The F11t11re is fun ded partially thruul{h the Acitiuity and SPrr•ice FC'e
ty a fair amount to have
at the 7-ll? Why is there
allucc1 ted bv S tudent lr <ll'<'m menl of th <> Uni11ersity o(Centra l Fl'.;rida.
printed, one must assume
always one left at the botthat trash-p~cking is a fairly
tom of the jar? Who bought
1

I just hope that some of
the students here will have
the courage to realize how
wrong and easy it is to
ridicule us and how right
and hard it is to give us the
support that we need.

An idealist is one who, on
noticing that a rose smells
better than a cabbage, concludes that it will also make
better soup.
H. L. Mencken

by Michelle Naspinski

Nl!W1iedltor

The FUTURE

I am proud to be a part of
UCF sports and support
them · all in every way .I
know.

§
-

It would make things a lot easier if the bad guys were
all bad and the good guys where all knights in shining armor. Unfortunately, reality isn't as perfect as the black
hat/white hat mentality.
The good guys have their dark sides and the guy who's
poisoning medicine is probably an award-winning Boy
Scout master. One thing is certain: Ghosts don't carry
Saturday Night Specials. ·
I didn't mean to spoil anyone's Halloween. Have a nice,
scary time. Just remember that it's not the dead ones you
should be worrying about-its the live ones that should
scare the hell out of you.

This year's Homecoming Committee, headed by
~ Richard Possien, should'be congratulated for producing a
quality series of programs and events.
They performed an excellent job while working within
some pretty intimidating restraints. These roadblocks included a key concert cancellation and a losing football
team.
Hom~coming 1982 should be remembered as the year
' UCF started on the long road to quality homecoming
entertainment.
Michael E. Griffin
Editor in Chief

Pride in knowing that the
goals we struggle for are
true; and respect jn the fact
that I know each person
gives of himself in order to
benefit us all.

the other 27? How old is it?
Or to reword that, is the
chicken that laid that egg
still alive somewhere?
•(This one stolen frorri
the Village Voice.) Why is it
that people are always from
Northern C-alifornia or
Southern California, if they
are from that state at ail?
The geographic mystery of
the century is whatever happened to Middle California?
It's a pretty long state. I
think it's clear that it does,
in fact, have a center. Why
then haven't any of us ·ever
met someone who said they
are from there? Even the
Sunshine State has a portion
known as ''Central Florida.''
But then we're not near as
avant-garde as California;
maybe bellies just aren't in
this year.
Those of you who still live
at home may want ,to leave a
copy of this list with your
parents . the next time you
plan to crawl in at the wee
hours of the morning. It
must just save somebody
some worry.

• •
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NOTICE TO STUDENTS:

FUND
THE 1982-83 YEARBOOK HAS
BEEN CANCELED

Studellts who purchased a
yearbook, may collect their ·

Monday-Friday

refunds at the Student
lOAMto5PM
Government Offices in the For Informatioii

Call 275-2191

Student Center.

RON'S TIME SERVICE ·

COUNTRY FLORIST
SPECIAL OCCASIONS

Telephone (305) 277-6431

WEDDINGS* BANQUETS

FACTORY-AUTHORIZED

ram?:?::J
*WIRE SERVICE

,~r~~~~r~~:h

TIMEX®
SERVICE STATION

6014 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida 32807
EASTLAND SHOPPING CENTER

7480 University Blvd, University Square
,Orlando, Florida 32807

(excludin§ wire service)

· Go UCF Knightsf
.

Aristocrat HAIR Design fNO-HERPEs:::1i~-oK1---:::~~£:@--l
:

· TOO!

.:
Prescision HaircuttinQ To Your Specification

. ..

r-----::---------------1
Hairstyles with this coupon

I

I

1 ·

$5.00 off

I- .

_

I
I
I
~--------------~--J

MANICURIST (all types) now available

C.ALL 671-4247.(HAIR) ·
(Walk-ins Welcome Too)
.<

-

@REDl<EN
Salon Prescription Center

HOURS: Mon.&Fri.·Sat. 9-4

Tues, Wed, & Thurs. 9-9

UCF Blvd.

University Square Shopping Center
(Next to Jewlery Store)
(31/2 miles from UCF on UCF Blvd.)

GO KNIGHTS

·Iii\

.

~
S, M, L, XL

:
.:

I

from 10-3:00 Mon.·Fri.
expiration date Nov. 19, 1982

&b
~

:

·

0

<::1dd .25 extra for block

(EMBLEM IS RED
ON BLACK AND WHITE)

You Can't Be Sure
• ·
•
Without a
Shirt!
·

$4.50EA.

:

~

i

This quality Hanes T-Shirt,
made of 50% cotton and 50% :
~acron, is a great way to let the1
world know you're OK. Send
your name and address. Circle
the color and size. Mail this
coupon with $9.50 + .50 for
mailing to CIA Productions,
· Box8814.0rlando,_FL32806.

· *Allow 6 weeks for delivery
•10% discountforso_ormoreordered
·
atone trme

~----------------------------------------------------J

Thi ·Most Complltl R1dl1tor ShoP. In Central Florida

"LOW PRICES" ·

t.~'t"
"FREE" TRANSPORTATION
9-~
1-~°*'
IN UCF AREA
'

...

~ ~,~,,~\ IUllCll~ I
10622 E. Cole1l1I Dr.
. · u11.. Park
~75-9121

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS
610 Cllftott St.
Pl• Ht•
(Oppteltt hlr9r01...)
MASTER CMD • VISA
291.9127
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More letters~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Norris apologizes for outburst

Soviet Union backs Nticlear A·r ms Freeze movement
Editor:
to see if the Soviet connection came
I would like to make some obser- up during the presentation. It did
vations on the presentation made by not and we therefore felt that the
Dr. Edward Norman at the Pro~ question and answer period afforded
gressive Alliance's last meeting.
an excellent opportunity for us to
My position on the Nuclear Freeze make this point. .
Movement is that it is a movement , As my brother and I asked our
developed by the Soviet Union to questions, we were continuously inuse the fear of nuclear war for its terrupted by counter questions and
own advantage.
were distracted by a group in the auThis being our position, my dience who clapped their hands and
brother and I attended the meeting yelled while we delivered our ques-

tions.
· After this and several requests to
hurry up, a person told me to shut
up. I became annoyed at this and
lost my temper. I would like to
apologize to all those present and to
the entire university for my inex·
cusable display.
However, I feel my postion is important for all those concerned with
this question. I would like to
challenge anyone to a debate on this

I6

Editor's note: Mr. Norris, I would be
more than happy to debate your
stand on this issue. I suggest the
forum of our debate be here on the
Future's Opinion page. Contact me
at 275-2601.
M.G.

BSU celebrates
14th anniversary

HE~, tis NIQ..k£L '&:'ER
/\l 1<;,H\ Al\l'D ~I~~

kJD'

question or to provide a platform for
its presentation and discussion.
John Norris

Editor:
This 29th day of October marks
the Black Student Union's 14th year
in existence. We, the officers and
members of Women United to
Achieve, would like to commend the
Black Student Union for 14 years of
excellent service to both the
students of UCF and throughout the
Orlando Community. Congratulations Black Student Union!!! We
salute you in r-ecognition of your 14
years of dedicated service..
.
Women United to Achieve

--n-K° Of\)~ Cf.J E
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Apathy and independence beat greek way of life

..

Editor:
I'm an independent student who's
fed up with being called apathetic. If
I choose not to be involved in campus activities, that's my choice, and
I believe·.that I haYe some very interesting reasoning. .
·
My reasoning is this. Campus activities are run by Greeks for

Greeks. Why would I, an independent student, even want to be invoived? In support of my reasoning,
I offer the following example.
There are ten candidates for
homecoming King and Queen. All
ten are Greeks. Is this really truly
representative of our student body?
No way. Just exactly how close does

the average homecoming candidate
come to being representative of the
best UCF has to offer.
The average candidate is a half
male, half female Greek. It is involved in various activities and has a
3.16 GPA. The very best UCF student is a male or .female, (not both)
an independent involved in many ac-

tivities and has a 4.0 GPA.
Now compare the two and what do
you. get. I come to the conclusion
that the homecoming candidates
nowhere near approximate the best
we have to offer. If this letter
sounds like a joke, you're right. The
homecoming candidates and the
Greek system are a joke.
·
Jim Bob Jones

From the people .who
brought you "Animal House~'

The U.C.F. WATER SKI CLUB will be hosting in Intercollegiate Water
Ski Tournament at La·k e Whippoorwill this weekend.l)ct. 30 & 31. Tha
action begins at 8 a.m. as skiers from 11 Florida · Colleg~s and Universities compete in this 3-event Tournament. Come support yoyr team !
Slalom and tricks will be held on Saturday and Jumping on Sunday. The
~ki site is located south east of the Orlando International Airport on
.-.,tate Road 15.

Go Knights

·
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More letters

Progressive Alliance clears up misconceptions
disgusted. Frustra~ion is a predicEditor:
Although we appreciate your table by-product of political a~
coverage of the Progressive Alliance · ti vism, especially on an apathetic
meeting of Oct. 13, we would like to campus.
The two hecklers were not escorted
correct some inaccuracies. Our
organization was not founded in from the room but were asked to
Spring 1982 but in Spring 1981 and is leave and left on. their own (returnnot only a student organization but ing twice . to hurl more ultra-right
faculty and other int:erested in- epithets and obscene gestures) after
dividuals are involved as well.
screaming at the guest speaker, proMichael Hoover said he was . fessor Ed Norman of the Math
frustrated. with this campus, not department, to shut up. Also your

. Alafaya Trail death trap?
Editor:
Alafaya Trail should have been
named Death Row. Thousands of
people travel on this road each day
at speeds of 45 to 50 mph·and up.
Pedestrians, bicyclists and drivers are a thin lirie away from calamity.
Many students live right off the
.Trail between University Bouleyard

and Highway 50. This is the area I
·am concerned about.
At ·some places there are holes a
foot deep right off the road. At night
there are no lights to illuminate the
bike path.
Are we going to sit and wait until
someone is killed before something
is done?
Randy Weis~

"-W~LL. NICHALKING TO YOU. BUT.I GODA GO.

PARAGATORS, INC
SKY DIVING
.Jumping from a ''perfectly good airplane'' then peacefully drifting
back to earth Is a dream and fantasy shared by many. The assumpUons that making a sport parachute Jump requires long hard training
courses, athletic ablllty and· buying parachute- gear are untrue. Actually anyone ca.JI be trained and make th81r ifrst Jump In one day. The
~first Jump course begins at 9:00 a.m. and lasts unUI 4:00 p.m. Classes
are taught by an experienced sky diver with a parachute Instructor
raUng. Upon completing the course students may make their
parachute Jump (weather permlttlngf. The Jump Is made irom 300 feet
and wll( be photographed by the Jumpmaster In the alrP,ane. After the
jump there Is a cr/Uque :of the Jump and the certificates are awarded.
The first /ump course Is $95.00 per student. This Includes your
training manual, equipment, Instruction, your Jump and certificate.
·

l

Jerry R. Giiiard at (305)656-3057
Headquarters at mld..Florlda Airport(~} 357-7800

The FUTURE
·. ~~w<>uld Hie to co1p.mend
·811 of its 8' ·vertising sales
representatives for the super
. job they did this week.
Jayne Day
Della Del
Chuck Hemingway
Dave Henderson
Chris Kelley
Michael Steele
Gasey Tennyson

dismissed with "leftist," "communist," or other swear words of the
U. S. political scene then we are in
big trouble.
In a time like ours an open
dialogue is desparately needed. Progressive Alliance is dedicated to
precisely that goal.
Michael Hoover
Nathan Neel
Debra Mitchell

The cost of foreign students
From time to time the Future
asks hypothetical questions of its
readers to discern their opinions on
certain topics.
This week the question concerns
foreign exchapge students.
Should either the state or federal
government
subsidize
the

education of foreign students?
Your response should not be
more than 250 words and should be
typed double spaced on a 60 space

...

line.
Responses will be published on
the Future opinion page in an upcoming issue.

Court system needs overhaul.

/ WANT TO KILL A CONVERSATION? JUST MENTION
/ ~ COLON AND RECTUM CANCER .

H

article did not mention the purpose
of the meeting which was to provide
a forum for discussing the formation
· of a nuclear freeze organization on
campus.
To the charge of communism our
response was an.emphatic no. Labeling ·someone you disagree with as a
traitor is a political tactic worthy of
only an authoritarian. If the loyal
opposition in this country cannot
voice its opinion without being

Editor:
Something has to be done about
the court system in this state.
Recently my apartment complex,
my apartment not withstanding,
was plagued by a voyeur, sometimes
called a " Peeping Tom. "
After five weeks of escaping the
police, he was finally caught last
week. As it turns out, "Tom" has
been arrested for this same offense
on three other occasions.
After finding that "Tom" was arrested, having identified him myself,
I breathed a sigh of relief having one
less weirdo in the neighborhood.

To iny suprise and disgust, today
I found out "Tom" was released on
$100' bond soon after the arrest.
I called the courthouse and found
that bail bond amounts are prescribed by statute. They can be reduced
by the judge but not increased and
prior criminal record cau not be
taken into consideration.
The real question remains,
however. How ca~ we as good
·citizens be expected to come forward
and help crime control if the court
system will not back us up?
D.P.
Seminole Co~nty

Want TO Lose
Weight ?

-_I

A special section of behavioral weight control will be offered in
the Spring by Dr. Marilyn Zegman of the Psychology Dept. You will
be able to receive academic credit (2 credit hours) for pRTICIPATING IN THIS PROGRAM.

' .

.

To be eligible for the class, you must be
1. Female
.
2. At ieast 15% overweight as determined by our staff
3. Agreeable to a preliminary assessment that will begin Oct. 25
and will run until the beginning of registration.
The assessment will involve the following: ,..
1. Aweigh-in
to
'"''
2. Completing questionnaires involving experience with dieting
and cooking.
·
3. Quizzes of your knowledge of the caloric and nutritive value of
food . These quizzes will be unrelated to your Spring .semester
grade in behavioral weight control.
In order to receive academic credit for the Spring behavioral
weight control program, you will receive a special registration
form upon completion of the Fall assessment, provided that you
meet all other criteria.
Because there is a limit to the number of people who can register,
I would encourage you to contact us quickly if you are interested
in this program.
You can leave your name and number in either Dr. Zegman's
mailh?x in the Psycholo~y Dept (PH 323) or on her answering
machine . . The number 1s 671-9837. Someone wi11 ·· return your
message promptly.

.

•
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collegiate camouflage
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A. Computer Science
B. Physical Education
C.Art

D. Business
E. Engineering
F. Liberal Studies

PIZZA CAPRI
Italian Restaurant & Subs
"We are number 1,
The Best In Town"

NEED EXTRA MONEY?

7530 E. Colonial Dr.
Corner of 15-A
Orlando, FL

A A X E T M Y S T I F T Y P M

Expires November, 12, 1982

M S E T 0 T I L E P 0 D H C 0
G I T 0 .M S 0 S H E A L A M C
YOU are welcome at the.
x

,.,~....+-i::-~~-"<-..,,,c.-,~-""' First Baptist Church Of Ov.iedo

TAKE OUT

~mcrican ~air

JJfaslyions

5 MILES NORTH OF UCF
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL

$5 off on Style, Cut and
Blowdry to UCF Faculty

William R. Marr, D. Min., Pastor

and

Worship 8:30 am.11 :00 am, & 7:00 .Pm
College & Career Bible Study
9:45am

for sale

THE JOB-SITE, INC.
CALL & TELL US
.WHAT YOU NEEDll

425-8595

365-3484

Deadline:
Monday at Noon

EAT IN

Phone 282-0212

$1 ~so off any
large pizza with
3or more items.

Stud.ents

(w/ID).

679 Sout h East Lake
Lon~wood,
I

One-hloeh

FL 3&750

(305) 831-5937
of SR 434 on SR

l979 Honda Express
moped. Excellent
condition, great gas mileage, low maintenance. Price: $275 negotiable with extras;
helmet, saddle baskets & Citadel theftproof
lock. Call 275-3654 after 5 PM or 275-2601
(ask for Larry).

Participate in a psychological experiment!
$3.50/hour plus 20% bonus! Twenty to forty
hours of experimental work with video
games and tests of balance and coordination . Call Karen Thom ley at 277-3303
from 9-5on 11/1 /82.

MUSICIANS-Improve your P.A. with a likenew Peavey series Mark 2 stereo mixing
console . Features high & low impedance
Inputs, FX returns, four-band EQ & patch
cords. Bought new for $800, must sacrifice
for $450. Call 275-3654 after 5 PM or 275-2601
(ask for Larry).

TELEPHONE SALES, perm. pt. time, eve. Alt.
Springs area, 5:30-9:00 PM, M-F. $4.00/hr. to
start. Rich, tlmbred, articulate voice
required . Call 830-1083.
Lose weight & make money while you 're
sell ing the safe new dr .'s diet. Good pt . time
job . with lots of personal support . Coll 3529664

11 E. Colonial Drive
. Open 8-5 Mon. - Fri.
9-1 Sat.
Student Discount
With Ad

8lOl1th

(!LASSIFH5D
help wanted

100's Of Jobs Daily
Full or Part Time
Al Shifts & Fields

Student Rate:
50.9ents per line

typists

•
servtces

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. kJll time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
Correction of spelling , grammar, punc. and
editing Included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
678-1386.

Free skin care party with health & beau
consultant from Neolife, America's health
company. Invite friends to experience
natural . luxury skin care products & get a
valuable discount. Call 352-9664.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYP.ING
Guaranteed 100% accuracy. Expert correction of spelllng, grammar, punctuation .
Term papers, theses, dissertations, research
papers, resumes, and typing. All work
prepared on IBM display writers. Full-time
3taff, all have col lege deg'rees . 24-hr. turn~
around avail. 671-3007.

Bicycle·. 81 model 613 Trek 12-speed. 25"
Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs.
rame has accessories bought brand new
experience at low rates. Call DAY or
in May 1982. Have not ridden since August . 1---------------~ EVENINGS, 678-4360.
Like new condition . Must see! Contact
David Gamble at 277-2125. $29Q.
Expert typing, term papers, theses, reports,
resumes, etc. IBM typewriter, best rates in
amaha Y2-80 1979 dirt bike . exc cond . Performers : Be in the right place at the right
town. Teresa, 869-0684.
·
CcM.1671-0902after3PM . askforKev!n. ·
time ! Students win cash . scholarships. an
)r
~'fl7~seas tour . auditions by, major comWno concert tickets. $16.50 each . Call 282- ponies. much more! Enter A.C.T.S. Box 3ACT.
Accurate TYPING . dttractive/c.o rf
forms .
4885atter8PM .
NMSU . LasCruces.NM88003 . (505)646-4413 .
IBMSel. II. Reasonable . minor e ln'g . Exp:
.+
~eve :tr u..
r _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ - - - - - - - 1· in anv all jobs . Call Marti--1 mi. from.cam-

other

Calculators . TISR50A 1500 & HP25 complete
with 2 manuals. $50. Ph 275-4350.
ive a feathered friend for Christmas--hand
ed Cockatiels. 788-1583 eves.
Cnevy Biscayne 1963, 4-door sedan, auto.
AM, very clean, $695. 671-1848.
IBM Selectric II, dual pitch, blOvl\, .,5··
carriage, excellent condition. $400 firm .
"71 -1848.

for r·ent .

Duplex f0r rent, 2-bdrm., 2-bath across from
Univ. 12047 and 12045 Waldon Woods Dr.
Avail. Nov.1. Cali evenings, 862-3723.

273-5610
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished $235-$260
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

pus 365-6874 by 7 AM or after 5:30 PM.
Typing service available, 11 years ex
perlence. Close to UCF: Call Denise, 2756257.
Computer word processing, customized
resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
· From $1.50/page. Call Jackie, 678-3173.
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY, FASl ACCURATE,
TERM PAPERS, MANUSCRIPTS, RESUMES, ETC.
REASONABLE, DAY OR EVENING, 678-0241 .

· · 01ter-located 5 min . from campus in
On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall
i:>Puutiful Hidden River Park. Excellent conuil1011, small but very clean with A/C, outdoor patio & work area . Model 1970 Giies, 1 - - - - - - - -- - - - - - --~-l
excellent for individual student or couple.
Roqmmate wanted . female to share w/
Cost $1500.00, lot rent $70.00 month . Phone
mal e & female . 3-bdrm . home . furn . wl
.
.
Gory 568-5493.
hphone . Cable. HBO . use of tennis courts.
Apologies from Tauron of Enstad ; gremlins
Near UCF . $160/mo. & 1/2 util . Call 275-0025
are much more trouble than ores! Let's
b efore 9 AM & after 7:30 PM .
organize a definite game for a Nov .weekend. Please call Phil at 275-5887, as
Femal e to ~· ·~
2·bdrm .'2·bath apt.
the AD&D phone list was a " gremlin victim!"
$220 mo . includes util .. phon e. cable TV ..
etc . Cal l 277-3879a tter 7 PM .

roommates

personal

GO KNIGHTS

Jigie
pa QC
.

. @/uuc

Individual Qonfldentlal Cou.nsellng
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE. RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405
Toll Free 800-432-5249
OltlANi>o. WINTER PARK

